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1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation
The research of tactile interaction is an emerging field in both human and
robotic science. The tactile sense is so fundamental and ubiquitous that its
importance is often overlooked. We are however suddenly reminded of its
importance when it is missing. This has been vividly demonstrated in experiments where subjects were asked to perform manipulation tasks while their
tactile sense was disabled by anesthetization, this proved to be extraordinary
difficult [1, 2]. This result can also be backed by anyone who has at one point
experienced frozen fingers and yet had to perform a manipulation task.
The term ’tactile interaction research’ covers a vast field including interaction between humans and objects, robots and objects and also between human and robots. To facilitate research in these areas it is necessary to have the
appropriate tools which allow us to monitor tactile interactions.
These monitoring tools come in the form of tactile sensors. The state of the
art of artificial tactile sensing shows that it is still a dynamic field with many
new developments and with no standard sensor yet which can truly mimic
the human tactile sense [3–5]. The currently available tactile sensors are often
designed for a very specific scenario, which may not be the scenario that the
researcher is interested in. To monitor a tactile interaction it is necessary that
the tactile sensor fulfills certain criteria like physical size, spatial and temporal resolution or sensitivity that are relevant for the scenario.
In this work we want to present a tactile sensor system as a tool to monitor tactile interactions in multiple scenarios. The scenarios that the system
11
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should cover are the following:
• Robot grasping with slip detection
• Study of human finger forces, e.g. grasping of an object
• Tactile table for human robot interaction
We have selected these scenarios as in our view they provide good ’basis
vectors’ in three different directions of tactile interaction research and the corresponding sensor requirements are useful in many other scenarios.
From the three scenarios, we can derive the specific characteristics that
the system has to fulfill:
For the robot grasping scenario, the sensors should be mountable on a robot
arm and allow for grasping of everyday objects (e.g. a cup or a bottle) while
delivering a very high frame-rate for slip detection. It has been found that
humans detect slippage of an object through micro-vibrations, which occur
when the object slides at microscopic distances and the contact alternates
between stick and slip [6,7]. If we take a look at the frequencies that the tactile
cells inside our fingertips can register, we find that up to 800Hz [8] are possible.
For the study of human finger forces it should be possible to assemble or attach the sensors in a way that a natural interaction with an object is possible.
We argue that for a natural interaction multiple degrees of freedom to move /
rotate the object and freedom of choice for the hand posture is necessary. We
do not want to limit the subject in his grasp choice by having only predefined
locations for placing the fingers on the object. We argue that using a tactile
surface on an object allows also the study of the finger placement. To identify
the fingers from the tactile data, the sensor system should have a reasonable
spatial resolution (5mm or better).
For the tactile table scenario the sensor system should be able to cover an area
which is large enough so that both hands can be placed on it, we aim for at
least 300x300mm. To recognize objects or fingers on this surface we also aim
for a spatial resolution of 5mm or better, which means having at least 3600
tactile elements (tactels) in total. To integrate the system into a robot setup it
should also posses real time capabilities, that means with this amount of tactels it should have a frame rate of at least 30Hz.
For all scenarios it is advantageous if even small forces can get detected, so we
also aim for a good sensitivity, the system should respond to pressures as low
as 20kpA.

1.2. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS WORK
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1.2 Main contributions of this work
In this work we will describe and implement the first tactile sensor system that
combines the properties of modularity with a very high sensing speed, a high
sensitivity and a high spatial resolution. This unique combination of features
enables researchers to develop novel applications and makes it possible to replace task specific tactile sensors with a single system.
The very high sensing speed of the system allows for slip detection during
robot grasping. And as all our sensor cells are sampled with the same high
frequency, our system can even enable the slip detection for multiple contact
points at the same time. This high speed was made possible through the development of a highly integrated parallel sensor sampling architecture.
The modularity of the system allows it to be employed in a multitude of
applications. Tactile sensitive surfaces of various dimensions can be easily realized through a very simple ’plug and use’ principle without the need for software configuration by the user. This was made possible by developing a new
bus system that allows the relative localization of the participants. Our system can be used to create tactile sensitive table surfaces with a large amount
of sensor cells and due to its high speed design still provide for real time frame
rates.
The flexibility and high performance of the system enabled us to develop
a tactile sensitive object that allows the continuous high speed monitoring of
human finger forces. For this we solved the problem of integrating the tactile
sensors to allow free movement of the object, while maintaining a constant
high rate of data capture and realizing a low latency synchronization to external devices.
The high sensitivity of the system was made possible through technical
innovation in the state of the art of resistive based tactile sensors. We did so
by creating an optimized sensor cell shape and investigating the behavior of
different sensor materials. The knowledge gained in this process was further
used to advance the existing method of sensor normalization into a real time
method.

14
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1.3 Relationship to previous work
A precursor of the system presented in this work has been published by the
present author in [9]. There were two parts that were used as a basis for our
current system, one is the implementation of the USB Video protocol (see section 3.5.1) in the ’central unit’ device (see section 3.5) and the circuit design
of the sensor top PCB (see section 3.3) where the sensor electrodes have been
redesigned.

1.4 Organization of this work
In this chapter we have laid out the motivation and the scientific impact of
this work. In the next chapter we will look at the background and related work:
how tactile sensing unfolds in nature and what advances have been made in
the creation of artificial tactile sensing.
Our ideas for a high performing tactile sensor system will be realized in form
of the Myrmex system, which will be described in detail in chapter 3.
In chapter 4 we will present with the ’tactile book’ a tactile sensitive object
made with this system which can be used for manipulation research.
The sensor response of the Myrmex system under various conditions will be
evaluated in chapter 5.
In chapter 6 we will present several scientific applications that have been successfully realized with our tactile sensor system.
Finally in chapter 7 we will recapitulate our work and give a conclusion and
outlook.

Chapter

2
Background and Related Work

2.1 Tactile sensing in nature
Tactile cells
The tactile sense in its broadest definition can be considered to be the most
ancient of all senses. The capability to detect mechanical stress caused by
contact with other objects or due to external pressure is such an important
feature, that it is present in the cells of almost all organisms, in prokaryotes,
eukaryotes and even archaebacteria [12–14]. A very basic method of such
sensing is a mechanosensitive channel as found in the bacteria E. Coli (depicted in Fig. 2.1). For the bacterium it acts like an emergency release valve
and allows the regulation of cell volume as a reaction to stress occurring from
osmosis and thus prevents lysis of the cell. If such stress is detected, e.g. the
medium of the bacterium is diluted, the bacterium releases its solutes. Otherwise the diffusion of water into the cell would stretch the membrane beyond
its capabilities. If the medium returns back to normal, the channel closes
and protein synthesis is restarted in the cell. It is argued that this may be
the evolutionary basis from which higher forms of mechanosensation have
evolved. [13–15]
In multicell organisms there are highly specialized cells for detecting even
the tiniest intendation, vibrations of different frequences or stretching in various angles. These mechanoreceptor cells can be found inside the skin, attached to hair follicles or inside the body in the muscles or joints for proprioception. The detailed molecular processes that convert the external force into
an electrical or chemical signal in most of these specialized cells are still not
thoroughly explored. But the involvement of transduction channels, similar
to those of the bacterium, is considered highly likely for most. A general model
15
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Figure 2.1: Scheme of a mechanosensitive ion channel in the bacteria Escherichia Coli. When the cell membrane is under tension, the channel opens
and allows the passage of ions. Image sources: [10, 11]

of mechanosensory transduction which is found in many mechanoreceptors
is shown in Fig. 2.2. In this model, the opening of the ion channel depends
not so much on the tension of the cell membrane, but on the displacement
of an extracellular anchor that is connected to the channel. The variability in
the properties of this anchor, together with the variable length and elasticity
of the intra and extracellur links allow the creation of cells that are sensitive
to different forms and a wide range of force input. The force input on the anchor leads to an opening of the transduction channel, which allows the passing through of ions, which then leads to a change in the potential of the cell.
From this follows a cell response such as an action potential being created at
the cell membrane and the subsequent release of an electrical signal, like into
the nervous system of vertrebraes. Through this method, the mechanoreceptors can respond to mechanic stimulus within a few milliseconds. [15, 16]

Tactile sensing in plants
As the sense of touch is of such importance, even stationary organisms like
plants are equipped with tactile cells. The cells in a plant have to sense turgor
and wall integrity, and sub-cellular organelles can translocate in response to

2.1. TACTILE SENSING IN NATURE
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Figure 2.2: General model of a mechanosensory transduction channel in a
mechanoreceptor cell. A transduction channel is attached to the cytoskeleton
and to an extracellular structure by intracellular and extracellular links. The
force acting on the extracelluar anchor changes the tension of the intracelluar
and extracelluar links. Through this, the opening of the transducer channel
is regulated. Image source: [15]. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan
Publishers Ltd: Nature vol. 413, copyright 2001.

mechanical perturbations. Touch responses of plants can even be surprisingly
fast, as in the famous venus flytrap, where the repeated stimulation of one
or more of the trigger hairs (the repetition filters for living objects) leads to a
snap response and traps the insectoid prey inside the plant. A similar fast, but
defensively oriented response is known from the mimosa plants (Fig. 2.3),
which fold their leaflets inwards within seconds when touched. This touch
response is not restricted to the stimulated leaflet, but can propagate to all
the neighboring leaflets of the leaf. The goal of the fast folding of the leaflets
may be to scare away predators and make the plant appear as a smaller meal.
[17, 18]
An area of intense tactile sensing in all plants are their roots, the investigation of this property was pioneered by Charles Darwin [21]. The caps of
plant roots are equipped with special mechanoreceptor cells to register touch
and gravity. Through these stimuli their growth is guided downwards while
avoiding obstacles encountered in the soil. It has been shown in experiments
with the plant Arabidopsis Thaliana, that an encounter with an obstacle leads
causes the root to form 90° bends and proceed in a step wise growth. [22]

18
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Figure 2.3: The plant mimosa pudica uses small mechanoreceptor cells (red)
to detect touch and subsequently folds its leaflets inward for protection within
seconds. Image sources: [19, 20]

Figure 2.4: Lateral view of the fly drosophila melanogaster. Its body is covered
by hundreds of bristles which allow for tactile sensation. Image source: [15].
Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature vol. 413,
copyright 2001.

Tactile sensing in insects
A further step in natures development of tactile sensing was the usage of hairs
which protrude out of the organism and are bended by external force. This
external force can be detected by mechanoreceptors located at base of the
hairs inside the organism. This is the secret by which insects, which normally
have a rigid chitin exoskeleton, can detect touch along their body. Figure 2.4
shows how a fly is equipped with bristles which allow the detection of touch.
In addition, insects can have also other mechanoreceptors in their body to
monitor the strain of body parts as a mean of properioception (campaniform
sensilla, chordotonal organs). The hair principle also allows an organism to

2.1. TACTILE SENSING IN NATURE
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Figure 2.5: The motor controlled vibrissae of felidae and canidae are highly
sensitive tactile organs. They allow them to hunt prey with fast reactions and
to navigate even with little light [24, 25]. Image source: [26]

detect forces that act parallel to its surface (and can also provide amplification as the hair acts as a lever). Arthropods like spiders and crickets have specialized hairs (trichobothria) to monitor vibrations in air, which helps them to
hear incoming prey (with the response frequency tuned to the insect species
that they hunt) or the presence of conspecifics. [15, 23]

Tactile sensing in mammals
Mammals have especially sensitive facial hair, commonly called whiskers (or
vibrissae, see Fig. 2.5), in addition to their regular body hair (with the exception of man, which we will discuss later). These are important sensing organs across all mammals, their functions include navigation, locating food as
well as facial expressions and intraspecies communication. After birth, many
mammals are blind and deaf for the first days and have to rely on their olfactory and tactile sense. For mice it has been shown that the vibrissae are
most important for locating food sources in this post natal period. Newborn
mice under a reduced food supply actually showed a faster growth rate of vibrissae then their contemporaries, which is interpreted as the reaction of the
organism to improve the food localization capability. The role of vibrissae for
the acquisition of food stays prominent through the whole life. Horses and
other large herbivores use their vibrissae to determine length and texture of
the grass that they are eating, as their eyes are located outwards and do not
allow for closer inspection. Analogue to this, whales can use the information
from their vibrissae to steer towards the maximum density of plankton. For
terrestrial and aquatic mammals the vibrissae also allow them to keep a cor-

20
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Table 2.1: Physical properties of the mechanoreceptors in the human skin,
adapted from [8]
Receptor
Merkel receptor
Meissner corpuscle
Pacinian corpuscle
Ruffini cylinder

Receptive Field (mm²)
2-100
1-100
10-1000
10-500

Frequency Range (Hz)
0.4-100
10-200
40-800
7

rect head position when swimming. Mice with defunct vibrissae have been
unable to keep their head over water. Similar important are the vibrissae for
locomotion on land. Night active mammals make extensive use of their tactile information for navigation, like noticing corners or holes in darkness, or
triggering protective eye blinks when navigating through woodwork. [25, 27]

Tactile sensing in humans
Although the vibrissae are such important tactile devices, there has been a
mammal which managed to completely lose its vibrissae during evolution:
man. It is suspected that this change occurred along with the miniaturization
of the rest of the human body hair and is connected to the switch to bipedal
locomotion. Most of the human body hair now appears as near invisible vellus hair (through this humans seem naked, but still have a body hair density
that matches primates). When compared to primates, human non-vellus hair
follicles however show an increased innervation which may compensate the
loss of vibrissae. Other major changes to the human skin during evolution include a thicker epidermis and a fatty layer below the skin, the appearance of
fingerprints (which are also present in primates, but more elaborate in man),
and an intense vascularization of the human skin. [28–31]
In general, the human skin contains the four kinds of mechanoreceptors
as other mammals, which respond to stimuli such as pressure, stretching and
vibration at different depths.
• The Merkel receptor is a disk shaped receptor which is located between
the epidermis and dermis.
• The Meissner corpuscle is a stack of flattened disks in the dermis below
the epidermis.
• The Ruffini cylinder consist of a cylindrical capsule with branched fibers
inside and is located below the Meissner corpuscles.

2.1. TACTILE SENSING IN NATURE
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• The Pacinian corpuscle is another, more onion shaped capsule located
much deeper in the skin.
Along with their different shapes and locations, they exhibit different responses
to mechanical stimulus. The area in which they react on stimulation (receptive field) and the maximum frequency of excitation is listed in Table 2.1. The
merkel and ruffini receptors have so called slowly adapting (SA) fibers, their
electrical output signal is continuously fired as long as pressure is applied.
Merkel cells are densely present in both the hairy and hairless friction surface
(glabrous) skin (ca. 100 per cm2 in the fingertip of humans and primates).
They respond to pressure with a slowly adapting output signal, that is linearly
related to the indentation depth. The ruffini receptor can also be found in
the hairy and glabrous skin, it is very sensitive to skin stretch and allows to
sense the direction of object motion. It also plays a role in the proprioception of hand posture and thus is densly present in the skin on the finger joints.
The meissner receptor and pacian corpusle contain rapidly adapting fibers
(RA), they fire at onset and offset of stimulation. The meissner corpuscle is
only present in the glabrous skin and on the proximal nail folds, in the finger
tip it is the most present mechanoreceptor, with ca. 150 per cm2 in the fingertip. It is insensitive to static pressure, but very sensitive to dynamic skin
deformation. It is therefor used for slip detection and to provide feedback for
grip control. The pacian corpuscles are very sensitive, responding to as few
as 10nm of skin deformation. However they only react to high frequency excitations. They have a very large receptive field, which may include the whole
hand. There are about 350 per finger and 800 in the palm. In addition the
skin also contains various free nerve endings which react to force as well as
damage (pain) and temperature (thermoception). [32–35]

Tactile perception
As the mechanoreceptors and nerve fibers make up the basis for human tactile perception, the other important part is the neural processing of these signals. This is the part that is responsible for picking up the signals from the
various mechanoreceptors and creating the tactile sensation. All mechanoreceptors in the human skin are connected to nerve fibers which travel in bundles to the spinal cord and then into the brain. The receptors, the nerve fibers
and the brain areas associated with them form the somatosensory system (together with the receptors for pain, temperature muscle-spindle and joints).
The electrical signals from the mechanoreceptors go through the nerve fibers
through the thalamus and into the so called somatosensory cortex. This is
an area of the brain which handles the processing of the tactile stimuli. In
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this area, the mechanoreceptors in different body parts can be distinguished
in different subareas of the cortex [36]. It is said that humans have the most
elaborate somatory system [37].
In general, the tactile acuity can be correlated to the population of the receptive fields of the mechanoreceptors [38]. Some of the highest density is
found in the fingertips, the lips and the tip of the tongue. But the actual tactile
acuity also depends on the neural configuration in the somatasensory cortex.
For example all fingers have the same density of mechanoreceptors, but the
acuity decreases from the index to the little finger. This correlates with the size
of the area that represents the finger in the somatasensory cortex, so the acuity apparently also depends on the ’wiring’ in the brain [39]. This wiring can
be influenced as it has been shown that blind people have acquired a higher
spatial acuity through training [40, 41]. It has also been shown that the tactile
acuity of the fingertips decreases with age, the reason is suspected to be a reduction in the density of mechanoreceptors over time, neurological processes
or a combination of both [42]. There is also a big variance in acuity between
humans of the same age, this is attributed to differences in skin conformance,
where a higher conformance is correlated with a higher sensitivity [43].
Also in the same individual and in the same location, tactile acuity is non
constant. For example the temperature of the skin can cause a lower (when
the temperature is below normal) or even a higher acuity (when the skin is
slightly heated) [44]. Analogue to this, it was found that when the skin temperature is normal an either cold or hot object can sharpen tactile acuity [45].
Tactile acuity is also improved when combined with the visual sense. The
so called visual enhancement of touch effect allows subjects to have a higher
tactile acuity when the stimulated body part is observed. It is suggested that
this is caused by the multimodal information leading to enhanced processing
inside the somatosensory cortex [46]. The tactile sense also plays a role in the
multimodal processing of thermal sensing. As the spatial acuity of thermal
effects is much coarser then the tactile acuity, it has been found that the localization of thermal sensation relies greatly on the tactile feedback [47]. Due to
this complexity, it is not outright possible to infer the exact tactile spatial resolution from the mechanoreceptor density in the skin of various body parts.
To create a map of tactile acuity of the human body, various experimental designs have been used. A tactile resolution map of the human using the two
point discrimination technique is depicted in figure 2.6.
As with the spatial, also the temporal acuity depends on the processing of
the tactile data in the cortex. The time to separate two successive somaesthic
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Figure 2.6: Tactile spatial resolution along the human body. Shown are the
mean values of two-point discrimination tests, which record the smallest distance where two stimulus points are recognized as separate. Adapted from
[48]

simuli, called somaesthic temporal discrimination, was measured for a range
of people with normal and damaged somatosensory cortex in [49]. For this
test two electrical stimuli were applied to the index finger with increasing and
decreasing time intervals, and the subjects had to tell when they could recognize a double stimulation. The mean threshold was around 31ms for the
control group and about 173ms for the patients.
In a similar experiment between two groups of older (65-75 years) and younger
(21-34 years) subjects [50], the mean threshold for separation was measured
at ca. 33ms for the younger and ca. 48ms for the older group. Analog to the
spatial acuity, the temporal acuity can be improved through training as an experiment with experienced and inexperienced subjects shows [51].
A correlation between spatial and temporal acuity can also seen when
comparing the temporal acuity of different body parts as in [52]. There the
lowest threshold is found for the index finger and the highest one for the foot.
It is likewise argued that central processes have the most contribution on
these differences.
Apparently the cutaneous temporal acuity can also be influenced by changes
in the body configuration, in [53] it is investigated that the threshold for discrimination increases from 34 to 124 ms when the subjects hands were placed
in a crossover position. These values however describe only the time until the
stimulus is perceived consciously, in [54] a first activation in the somatasensory cortex is observed after 14ms. In their experiments the activation time
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of different cortical areas to the stimulus is compared, and from this it is concluded that the signal processing in the somatasensory cortex operates in a
serial fashion.
We have now seen that tactile sensing in nature is of greatest importance,
for the interaction of organisms with the environment and each other. Consequently it has been under development for millions of years.
We will now look at what advances have been made in the field of artificial
tactile sensing, which one day wants to be able to handle the same diverse
scenarios as natural tactile sensors, but has been under development only for
a few decades.
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2.2 Artificial tactile sensing
Artificial tactile sensing is the attempt to emulate or even surpass the tactile
capabilities found in nature. As the field of devices that have been developed
for this purpose is large, we have applied a broad categorization on the application level as shown in figure 2.7.
This should provide the reader with some orientation of where the modular
Myrmex system, that is presented in this work, is located in the landscape of
artificial tactile sensing. The whole distinction between the application areas
should be seen as more of a general guideline, as e.g. there can be fingertip
sensors that can do slip detection and could also be used to interact with a
human.
The first basic distinction we have applied is between robotic and human applications. The robot applications are further grouped into grippers and general purpose devices which includes modular systems. For grippers we have
the subcategories of fingertip sensors and tactile sensors for slip detection.
Tactile sensors for human-machine interaction are sensors that have been developed with the focus on interacting with the human, mostly the fingers or
the whole hand. Here we separate between tactile sensors that were developed as an input modality to a computer and those that have been developed
to study human manual interactions in a more scientific context.
Artifical tactile sensing

Robot applications

Grippers

Fingertips

Human-machine interaction

General purpose

Slip detection

Input devices

Modular systems

Tactile objects

Study of manual
interactions

Tactile gloves

Figure 2.7: A categorization of tactile sensors by the different applications that
they are constructed/used for. The class of the Myrmex system presented in
this work is marked in red.

The placement of the modular systems in the middle is no coincidence, as
they can be used for various tasks. The applications of gripper/slip detection,
input device and tactile object have been realized with the Myrmex system
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and will be shown in section 6. In the following pages we will first introduce
the reader to the basic general purpose tactile sensors.
Then we will look in more detail at modular systems that are comparable to
the Myrmex system which we present in this work.
After this we look at tactile sensors that are used for grasping and slip detection. Next we look at the tactile devices that are used as input modalities for
computers.
In the later parts of this work we also present a ’tactile book’ made with Myrmex
modules (Sec. 4) that is designed to acquire motion data from humans. Consequently we will introduce the reader to comparable devices in the last part
of this section.

2.2.1 General purpose tactile sensors
General purpose tactile sensors are characterized by being flexible in the roles
that they can take in connection with robot/computer systems.
A type of sensor that is used for general robotic purposes and which can
be easily related to biological tactile sensing is the artificial whisker.
Such a whisker is usually constructed by using a string of flexible material
which is anchored to a sensing unit. If the string is bended from its initial
position, the sensing unit produces a corresponding output signal. The material of the string can be artificial like a plastic or piano wire, or natural like a
human hair or a real animal vibrissae.
The sensing unit can make use of mechanical switches, piezoelectric, resistive or capacitive elements to convert the bending of the whisker into a signal.
Figure 2.8 shows an example for a mechanical and a resistive based whisker. A
whisker which uses the capacitive effect can be created by attaching a whisker
wire to a microphone capsule.
In [56] artificial and natural whiskers are attached to such a microphone
capsule and their output while stroking over different surfaces is compared.
The most stable data was produced by a real rat whisker, which is attributed
to its damping properties.
It has been argued that artificial whiskers should be curved like the ones
found in nature, as this has two advantages: the whisker will bend in a predictable manner when large forces are applied and the tip of the whisker is
the most likely part of the whisker that will touch the external object [57]. Different whisker morphologies (length, stiffness and curvature) are evaluated
in [58] using a Khepera robot and evolutionary simulations. Its is found that
the morphology most suited for a wall following task is the one that is com-
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monly found in nature.
We have seen that in biology whiskers play an important role in navigation during limited visual feedback and they can take an equal role for mobile
robots. In [55] it is argued that ultrasonic or light based sensors may not be
robust enough for mobile robot navigation, as ultrasonic sensors can give incorrect distance readings with respect to inclined or very close surfaces and
infrared sensors can give incorrect output depending of surface material and
color.
A mobile robot with 16 whiskers is used in [59] for shape recognition using
the deflection amplitude or deflection velocity of the whiskers. The deflection amplitude changes whether the sweep of whiskers experiences a point or
surface contact along the surface of the target object. The vertical shape of
an object can be determined when whiskers are stacked vertically, a conically
shaped object will result in a time-shift in the whisker signals. A whisker array
mounted onto a remote controlled car has been used in [60], the frequency
spectrum of the whisker response is used to determine the ground and surface texture and also the speed of the car.
A pneumatically retractable whisker for industrial applications is presented
in [61]. It is argued that this type of sensor is very good for searching applications as in checking for the presence or absence of objects in an assembly line.
The arguments are that optically based sensors can be fooled by the properties of the sensed object, its reflectivity and surface roughness. While other
tactile sensors that touch the objects may stop or relocate them, a light and

Whisker wire

Conductor

Whisker wire

Potentiometer

Figure 2.8: Simple designs for artificial whiskers. Left: A binary whisker which
closes an electrical contact when bended. Right: A whisker attached to a rotary potentiometer, the flexion of the whisker changes the resistance. Adapted
from [55].
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flexible whisker bends over the object and springs back when it has passed.
While whisker sensors have proven themselves effective in mobile robot
application and surface discrimination, they are however not used for friction
surfaces that have strong or constant contact with objects. Because of this
they seem not to be a good basis for our robot gripper scenario.
Another class of general purpose tactile sensors are semi-flexible elements
which can be attached to hard surfaces. One example is the strain gauge,
which is manufactured from a resistive element (foil, wire, or resistive ink)
or from semiconducting material.
A typical resistive strain gauge consists of a resistive grid bonded to an
epoxy backing film (see Fig. 2.9 left). Due to the pattern layout it is only really
sensitive to strain in one direction. The strain gauge is attached to an object,
and when the object is deformed it will change its resistance. The change in
resistance is caused by the change in the geometry of the resistive pattern.
When it is stretched, it will become narrower and longer which increases its
electrical resistance, on the other side, when it is compressed it will broaden
and shorten and that decreases its resistance.
If the strain gauge is pre-stressed prior to the application of the medium, it is
possible to measure both tensile and compressive stresses.
In most applications the object will be hard, so no visible deformation occurs. The reaction of the strain gauge will be very small and needs to be properly amplified. A factor that influences these small changes is the temperature, because of this strain gauges are often used in pairs. The second strain
gauge is mounted in a strain insensitive position, so that it only experiences
temperature related changes which are used to compensate the main strain
gauge.
Another type of such general purpose semi-flexible sensors is the force
sensitive resistor (FSR). A typical FSR consists of two flexible membranes which
are separated by a thin air gap which is created by spacer at the edge of both
membranes. One of the membranes has a set of metal electrodes which are
placed close to each other in an inter-weaving pattern. The second membrane is covered with conductive ink that is carbon based [63]. When the two
membranes are pressed together, a current can flow from one electrode to the
other through the ink.
These two basic sensors can be used to create single tactile sensor devices
for various purposes, or even devices with multiple tactile elements (tactels).
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Figure 2.9: A schematic strain gauge. The resistance between the terminals
increases when the pattern is stretched. Image adapted from [62]

Such constructions suffer however from the space consuming integration and
wiring of the individual sensors elements. To create more compact or versatile
tactile sensor arrays, there have been more sophisticated projects to create integrated arrays with multiple tactels based on resistive sensing.
Such tactile sensors arrays are commercially offered by companies like
Tekscan. They offer standard and custom designs of various dimensions for
specific applications [64]. Their sensors work with a resistive principle very
similar to FSRs. To create a sensor matrix, electrodes are etched in rows and
columns onto two flexible plastic sheets. The sheets are then and placed onto
each other. At the intersections of a row and column from the two sheets pressure sensitive ink is printed to form a tactile sensor cell.
A forces that acts on this cell causes a change in resistance of the pressure
sensitive ink between the two electrode sheets [65]. To measure the resistance
of a cell a special control circuit is used to activate a row and column and induce an excitation voltage. The response of the sensor cell is then measured
by an 8-Bit analog digital converter (ADC). A scanning frequency for the arrays of up to 500Hz is possible, in special designs even up to 20kHz are possible [66, 67].
A tactile sensor array designed as an artificial skin for robots is presented
in [68, 69]. It operates on a similar resistive matrix principle. Its uses conductive fabrics to achieve flexibility to cover the curved surfaces of robots. A
special shock absorbing layer is used to cushion collisions and at the same
time provides mechanical support to the tactile sensor cells.
There are however also general purpose sensors that realize multiple tactels without using multiple sensor elements. One is presented in [70] and uses
a flexible and stretchable rubber material. It is based on a form of piezoresistive sensing and uses an algorithmic approach known as electrical impedance
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tomography (EIT).
The conductive material is equipped with 16 electrodes at its edges, which
function as a voltage source or a sensor electrode in an alternating fashion.
In turn the resistance between the electrodes is measured and then the resistance distribution of the whole material is calculated, which changes on pressure or stretch. The distribution is calculated using inverse problem analysis
as in computed tomography [71].
EIT based sensors are useful for covering complex 3D shapes as they are
very flat as wiring is only need at the edges of the contact region. However
to sense activation it is necessary that a minimum of 1% of the total area has
to be contacted. Also the materials have the disadvantage of changing their
resistance during stretch.

Modular tactile sensor systems
Modular systems are characterized by having multiple modules with tactile
sensors that can be added to or removed from the system. Through this they
have a special flexibility in their physical configuration.
Some sensor systems do not form a continuous surface but the modules can
be distributed along an object as e.g. in the realization of tactile skin areas
for robots. Depending on their implementation modular systems can also be
used as a robot gripper or an input device for a PC.
As the Myrmex system presented in this work is a modular tactile sensor
system, we will present a wider range of comparable systems here, and provide a summary table with the most important parameters at the end of this
section.
A modular system that uses an optical measurement method with an urethane foam cover is presented in [72]. It uses tactile sensor cells that consist
of a light emitter and receiver as shown in the figure 2.10.
This system was developed to be used as a skin for humanoid robots. It
consist of tactile modules which can be connected to each other through direct soldering or small cables. A module can also be reduced in size by cutting
of branches with a scissor.
Each module has 32 tactile sensors which are organized in eight H shaped
branches (see Fig. 2.11 left). Each branch has four sensors consisting of a LED
and a photo-transistor.
The photo-transistor circuit outputs a voltage corresponding to the indenta-
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Figure 2.10: Optical tactile sensor. LED and Transistor are located next to each
other, the light is reflected by the elastomer cover. When it is compressed, the
light intensity at the photo-transistor increases. Adapted from [73, 74]

Sensors

ADC

MCU Connectors

Figure 2.11: An optical based modular tactile sensor system. Left: a module
consists of several branches which are equipped with tactile sensors. The data
is collected by a MCU in the center. The modules can be interconnected by
connector pads that are available at four sides. Right: As the system is realized
with a flexible PCB, it can be wrapped around parts of a humanoid robot. For
operation it is covered with a black urethane foam. Adapted from [72], ©2006
IEEE.

tion of the elastomer cover. Two branches share an analog digital converter
(ADC) to digitize this voltage.
This digital value is then readout by an 8-Bit microcontroller (MCU) located in
the center of each module. The microcontroller is connected to an I²C serial
bus [75], which leads to the four edge connectors which can connect to other
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Figure 2.12: Left: The top side of the optical tactile sensor module with five
optical sensors [76]. On the bottom side an 8-bit microcontroller is located.
Right: A servo based robot gripper with 2x2 tactile modules on each side. The
elastomer cover (white) is mounted on top of the optical sensors, which allows
to grasp a ball with tactile feedback. Image sources: [74]

modules. Adding more modules increases the amount of participants on the
bus which degrades the signal quality, so it is advised to use bus repeaters.
To transfer the tactile sensor data to a PC, a master unit is used. This master
unit reads the module tactile data via the I²C bus and forwards it via LAN to a
PC.
Due to the flexible substrate of the modules, they can be bended over curved
surfaces and used as a tactile skin for robots (see Fig. 2.11 right).
Another optical tactile sensor system is presented in [74]. The modules of
the system were designed to be used in a big array to create a tactile surface,
but also to be mounted onto a robot gripper.
For tactile sensing the optical reflection principle as previously shown in figure 2.10 is used. The sensor thereby consists of a LED, phototransistor and
elastomer cover. The LED and the transistor are placed next to each other as
they are both integrated into a single chip.
The elastomer is an open cell foam, which scatters the light exerted by the
LED back to the phototransistor. As the foam is compressed the scattering
cells come closer to the detector and light intensity increases.
Each module has a size of 22x22mm and contains five optical emitter/receiver
chips (as shown in in Fig. 2.12 left) and an 8-bit microcontroller.
The spatial resolution is increased by interpolation. The simulated values
are calculated by averaging the output from the 3 adjacent sensors. This re-
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Figure 2.13: The HEX-O-SKIN is designed to use a hierarchical organization
on a humanoid robot. Individual modules (yellow) are interconnected with
each other and a tactile section unit (TSU). The tactile sections units bundle
the data from the modules and forward it to a tactile computing cluster (TCC).
The usage of multiple TSUs is necessary for a good performance and also protects, to a certain degree, against hardware faults of the tactile system through
their redundancy. Adapted from [77]

sults in 9 total tactels with a spacing of 7.5mm.
The modules can be connected together to form an array of 8 by 10 sensor
modules. The whole array can be sampled in 800ms.
The microcontrollers of the modules are connected to a SPI bus, which is
directly accessing by using the parallel port of a PC. A tactile gripper has been
realized by mounting 2x2 sensor modules onto a SIR 1 robot arm (Fig. 2.12
right).
A system to be used as multimodal tactile skin for robots is presented
in [77] and named HEX-O-SKIN. Each module is a small hexagonal PCB which
includes sensors for temperature [78], acceleration [79] and proximity [80].
The tactile sensing is realized through the optical proximity sensors, which
are single chip sensors with a light emitter and receiver (as in Fig. 2.10).
The sensor gets covered with a transparent elastomer, through this the optical
sensor can also work as a pretouch sensor. Each module has an area of 5.1cm²
and is equipped with four proximity sensors spaced 1.4cm apart.
The modules are also equipped with a 32-Bit microcontroller. This microcontroller collects the data from the sensors and transfers it via a serial USART
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Figure 2.14: Left: The capacitive based sensor modules of the iCub system.
They have a triangular shape with 12 tactile cells. On the reverse side of the
flexible PCB is the capacitive sensor chip. Right: Multiple modules can be
connected together to cover larger areas. Image sources: [81], ©2008 IEEE.

bus. Connections for power and USART are available on 4 sides of each module, adjacent modules have to be soldered together via small cables.
The USART communication for each connection is handled by four separate USART drivers inside the microcontroller. Because of this there exists
no common USART bus, only local connections between two modules. This
means that each data packet that passes through a module has to be read on
one connector and put out on another connector by the microcontroller.
This provides protection against signal degradation that would occur with
multiple modules and long wire lengths. It has however the disadvantage of
adding an extra delay for each module that is in this chain. With the maximum number of 8 modules this delay is 6.3ms for the last module, while the
data generation frequency of each module lies at 1kHz.
To cover a robot body with multiple modules, the system is designed to
work in a hierarchical organization (see Fig. 2.13).
A number of interconnected modules connect to a tactile section unit (TSU).
A tactile section unit is a FPGA board with integrated Gigabit-Ethernet. Multiple of theses TSU are attached to the Ethernet.
Each tactile section unit converts the UART data of its modules to UDP packets. The data is collected by the tactile computing cluster (TCC), which in the
current state is a PC.
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Another flexible skin, which was designed for the iCub robot, is presented
in [82]. It consists of triangular shaped modules with 12 tactels each (see Fig.
2.14).
The sensor uses capacitive sensing based on the AD7147 capacitive sensor
chip [83]. This chip is capable of detecting changes in the capacitance of external electrodes. The chip is originally designed to create input sensors for
human touch in consumer devices, through the human finger changing the
capacitance of an electrode when it is in a certain range.
This type of capacitive sensing can sense objects even before they make
contact (pretouch), but it also has the problem of not being able to sense
non conductive objects like ceramic, plastic or wooden objects. So to use this
method for the robot skin an addition to the sensor was necessary.
This addition comes in the form of a two layer silicone foam, where the
upper layer silicone has been mixed with conductive particles.
Through this a capacitor is formed with the PCB electrode in a ’sandwich’ design as depicted in figure 2.15. The measured capacitance now depends on
the distance between the upper foam layer and the PCB - and thus on the
compression level of the foam. Through this the contact with an object can
be registered regardless of its conductivity.
A drawback that still exists is that the sensitivity is correlated to the area of the
electrode [83] and thus very small sensor cells are not practical.
Each module has 12 round sensor cells with a diameter of 4mm spaced
5mm apart. The modules can be connected with each other through soldering, several modules together form a patch. From this patch, one module has
to connect to a microcontroller board. The microcontroller can read out the
digital values of the sensor chip via a serial SPI bus [84].
The maximum amount of modules in a patch is 16. The microcontroller board
itself is connected via CAN Bus to a PC.
The maximum transmission rate for twelve tactels lies at 50 Hz, however also
a faster mode can be used where a single averaged value is transmitted at 500
Hz. Although the capacitive sensor chip offers a 16-Bit resolution the transmitted sensor data is 8-Bit [85].
The BIOTACT sensor is a modular system based on whisker sensors. It was
developed in the european project called Biomimetic Technology for vibrissal
Active Touch [86]. It is inspired by the head of a mouse and consist of a conical
base with an array of 24 actuated whiskers at the side (see Fig. 2.16). Inspired
from biology, the whiskers are moved back and forth to make repeated con-
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Figure 2.15: Tactile sensor design using two electrodes in a sandwich design, with the electrodes being separated by an elastomer. The elastomer is
non conductive. The capacitance between the electrodes is measured and
changes with the distance of the two, which is turn changes due to compression of the elastomer.

Figure 2.16: Left: The BIOTACT sensor modules are whiskers attached to a
sensing base with integrated actuator and microcontroller. Right: The modules get attached to a conical base unit (yellow), here mounted onto a robot
arm. Image source: [86], ©2012 IEEE.

tacts with the surface of interest.
The whiskers are modular units that can be put into sockets in the cone.
This allows whiskers of different length and curvature to be used, and the
number of whiskers can vary. Each whisker wire is made out of a polymer
material and can have a fine tip as small as to 0.25mm. Every whisker is attached to a miniature brush-less DC motor, which allows it to be whisked at
up to 10 Hz, which matches the dominant whisking frequencies of rats which
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Figure 2.17: A module of a Weiss DSA100-256IS system. The surface is covered
with 16x16 round electrodes, surrounded by a common ground eletrode. The
black foam is placed on top to form the complete sensor.

lies at about 8 Hz [87].
The sensing of whisker curvature is based on the hall effect, at the base of
each whisker is a small magnet and a triaxis hall effect sensor. The motor and
the sensor are controlled by a 16 Bit microcontroller in each module. These
are connected through their sockets to a SPI bus which connects to a base unit
which contains a FPGA for data processing and an USB2controller.
The whole system is connected via USB to a PC, it uses the USB bulk mode
(as used for storage mediums) to transfer the data to the PC at a rate of 2 kHz.
A modular tactile sensor system that is commercially distributed is the
DSAMOD family by Weiss Robotics [88]. The (now discontinued) DSA100256IS system uses modules with a size of 100x100mm. On their upper side is
a 16x16 grid of tactels with a distance of 6mm to each other (see Fig. 2.17). On
their lower side they contain measurement electronic which is controlled by
a 16 Bit microcontroller.
The sensors work by employing the piezoresistive principle with a single sided,
parallel electrode design as shown in figure 2.18. The resistance between the
sensor and the ground electrode is converted to a voltage by using a voltage
divider circuit. The output voltage of this circuit is sampled by a 12 Bit ADC.
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Figure 2.18: Tactile sensor design using two electrodes in a parallel design.
Electrode A is surrounded by electrode B, both are separated through a gap.
A conductive elastomer is placed on top through which current can flow between electrode A and B. The resistance between the electrodes changes on
compression.

Each module has a RS232 and a CAN connector and can deliver frame rates
of up to 30 Hz. It is possible to connect multiple modules via CAN bus and
place them close to each other so they form a continuous sensor surface. The
modules then have to be connected to an extra sensor-controller unit which
collects the data and transmits it to a PC.
As the DSA100-256IS is now discontinued, a replacement system is available in form of the DSAMOD-6 system. This system offers modules with different sizes, ranging from 12x16 up to 64x32 tactels. The frame rate ranges
from 100 to 35 Hz depending on the amount of tactels. The modularity of
the system was greatly reduced, as now only two modules can connect to a
sensorcontroller via a proprietary bus. The sensorcontroller now offers additionally USB as connection to the PC [89, 90].
Now we will look at the Myrmex precursor system which was developed
in [9]. Similar to the DSA100-256IS system it uses rectangular modules with
a 16x16 tactel surface. The size of a module is 80x80mm and the tactels are
spaced 5mm apart. The modules can be connected together to form a larger
continuous sensor surface, the data transmission to the PC is handled by a so
called central unit which connects to the modules and the PC.
Each module consists of two PCBs, a sensor PCB with the tactels on its
surface and a connector PCB (see Fig. 2.19). The sensor PCB is mounted onto
the connector PCB using 6 connectors that are distributed on the PCB. The
sensor cells function through the resistive principle and a parallel electrode
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design, where the second electrode is realized by a common ground plane for
all sensor cells (as depicted in Fig. 2.18).
The resistance between the electrodes is converted to a voltage using a voltage divider circuit. On the bottom side of the PCB there are 16 ADCs with 16
inputs each to sample the voltages of all 256 tactels. The ADCs are connected
to a common SPI bus.
The connector PCB contains an 8-Bit microcontroller and voltage regulators. The microcontroller controls the chip select lines of the SPI bus for all
ADCs. Through this it can decide which ADC is active on the SPI Bus. The microcontroller itself is attached to a 2nd SPI bus which together with the ADC
SPI bus and power lines is connected to sockets and pinheaders at the edges
of the connection PCB. The sockets and headers allow the modules to get connected with each other and the central unit.
The central unit is made up by a NGW100 board, which is a small evaluation board manufactured by Atmel for the AP7000 microcontroller [91].
This microcontroller is capable of running at a speed of 160Mhz and has integrated support for USB, ethernet and several dozen IO ports. It also features

Figure 2.19: A module of the precursor Myrmex sensor system. Left: The upper sensor PCB contains a 16x16 array of rectangular electrodes, surrounded
by a common ground electrode. The round area in the center of each electrode is a electrical connection (Via) to the other side of the PCB, where the
measurement circuit is located. Right: The connector PCB onto which the
sensor board is mounted. It contains voltage regulation electronic, an 8-Bit
microcontroller and connectors.
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two SPI buses, which connect to the buses of the modules.
The central unit acquires data directly from the modules via the ADC SPI bus.
For selecting the different ADCs on the bus the central unit instructs the 8-Bit
microcontroller on the individual module. Employing the microcontrollers
as mediators allows the system to be extended without limits in theory. Because with a normal SPI bus design one would need one chipselect (CS) line
for each ADC for addressing - with 16 ADCs per module this would lead to a
large amount of connection lines required even when using only one module.
But with the mediator design, this bottleneck is removed.
To avoid the usage of CS lines also for the 2nd bus that communicates with
the microcontrollers we modified the SPI bus programming of the microcontrollers. The microcontrollers are not activated anymore by the CS line, but by
an address sent on the SPI bus. The unique address for each module is stored
in the permanent memory of the modules microcontroller. This address is
used to by the central unit to select the modules when acquiring data.
The central unit is also able to discover how many modules are on the bus.
For this, it issues a discover command that requires the corresponding microcontroller to respond. This is done once on system startup for all possible
module addresses (0..127). Through this the amount of modules and their addresses can be gathered, but no information about their physical layout.
To send the tactile data to the PC, the central unit uses its USB connection.
As protocol the USB video format was used. This has the advantage of being
supported by all major operating systems. The implementation of the USB
video device protocol registers the central unit as a webcam to a PC. The data
from the modules is packaged in video frames where the pixels correspond to
tactels. The USB video parameter for the frame size is adjusted by the central
unit on startup, depending on how many modules have been discovered.
Although the system was designed to support multiple modules, it turned
out to work only with one module reliably.
The reason for this was found to be degradation in signal quality of the
ADC SPI bus, because all ADCs on all modules are on the same physical bus.
The additional module adds another long section of traces and ADCs, which
increases the parasitic capacitance to a point where the voltage levels of the
data signals take too long to stabilize. Through this errors are introduced
which cannot be compensated.
The new Myrmex system uses a different bus system (presented in Sec. 3.4)
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which does not exhibit this problem.
We have now presented a range of modular tactile sensor systems, their
quantitative parameters are summarized in table 2.2. This should allow the
reader to quickly compare the results of the tactile sensor system developed
in this work.
We can see from the parameters that none of the comparable systems can
truly fulfill the requirements we laid out in our motivation.
We aim to create a system that allows to use a bigger number of tactels
to cover larger areas with a good spatial and temporal resolution for a tactile
table scenario, while at the same time being able to reach very high speeds
that enable slip detection.
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Name
Optical Skin [72]
Optical Modules [74]
HEX-O-SKIN [77]
BIOTACT [86]
iCub Skin [82]
DSA100-256I [92]
DSAMOD6 [88]
Myrmex precursor [9]

Maximum
update rate
4 tactels @ 500Hz
9 tactels @ 100Hz
4 tactels @ 1kHz
1 @ 2kHz
1 tactel @ 500Hz
256 tactels @ 30Hz
256 tactels @ 100Hz
256 tactels @ 350Hz

Spatial
resolution
20mm
7.5mm
14mm
15mm
5mm
6mm
6mm
5mm

Data
resolution
8-Bit
8-Bit
10-Bit
14-Bit
8-Bit
8-Bit
12-Bit
12-Bit

Table 2.2: Properties of the modular tactile systems
Maximum
tactels
1024
720
32
24
192
2048
256

Pressure
range
10 to 500 kpAs
0.6 to 9kpA
20 to 150 kPa
5 to 300 kPa

Interface

LAN
SPI
LAN
USB
CAN
RS232/CAN
USB/CAN
USB

Sensing
method
Optical
Optical
Optical
Whisker/Magnetic
Capacitive
Resistive
Resistive
Resistive
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2.2.2 Tactile grippers
The Myrmex system presented in this work has also been used for grasping as a tactile gripper/fingertip and for slip detection. These applications will be
presented in section 6. Because of this we will here briefly describe alternative
tactile devices that have been used for these applications.
The most basic form of grasping for robots can be realized by using a gripper, where two opposing planar surfaces are used to grab an object. Tactile
sensitive grasping can be realized if one or both contact surfaces are equipped
with a tactile sensor. One of the earliest tactile grippers was the one used in
the IBM 7565 assembly system in 1983 [93]. It was a parallel jaw gripper with
strain gauges that measured the contact force. Apart from strain gauges, a
simple method to upgrade an existing gripper with tactile sensing capabilities
is to attach a force sensitive resistor to its contact surface as done in [94].
In grasping, it is often advantageous to have feedback from multiple tactels. For this, various tactile sensor arrays for grasping have been developed.
One of the first ones was the Lord Corporation LTS100 sensor module in 1984.
It had 64 tactels arranged in a 8x8 matrix [73] which was increased to 10x16
tactels in the LTS200 version [95]. The sensors work with a mechano-optical
method as depicted in figure 2.20. A sensor cell consists of a LED and a phototransistor. The LED projects light that is received by the phototransistor and
converted into electrical current, the light is blocked by a part of the elastomer
cover when it gets compressed.
This sensor employed in a parallel jaw gripper was used for object exploration
in [96].
A parallel jaw gripper for use in teleoperation is presented in [97]. It is equipped
with a 16x16 tactile array consisting of FSRs. The spatial resolution is 1.54mm
and the maximum sampling rate 125 Hz. The measurement electronic is made
small enough to be mounted at the side of the gripper.

Fingertips
Tactile fingertips are tactile sensors that have a shape similar to the human
finger. They are mostly developed for use in humanoid robots. They often
contain multiple tactels to gather spatial information about the contact - analogue to the human fingertip which also has a multitude of tactile sensors concentrated in the fingertip.
A fluid based tactile fingertip is presented in [98]. It consists of a rigid core,
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Elastomer

LED

Phototransistor

Figure 2.20: A mechano-optical sensor. When the elastomer is compressed,
a pin-like projection gradually blocks the light going from emitter to receiver.
Due to its construction, this sensor is advantageous when only reaction to
normal forces is desired.

which is surrounded by a conductive fluid and is covered by a silicone elastomer.
The surface of the core is equipped with electrodes, where one is a reference
electrode and the others are sensor electrodes. At each sensor electrode the
impedance between the electrode and the reference is measured.
This value changes when the finger is pressed and the conductive fluid is
pushed away from the vicinity of the electrode, changing the volume conductance. It is argued that impedance measurement is used because low alternating currents do not lead to corrosion of the metal contact and electrolysis of
the electrolyte. An upgraded version of this fingertip is commercially available
as "BioTac" sensor [99]. It contains 19 electrodes and the spatial resolution is
given as 3mm.
Apart of the tactile sensing, it also features measurement of the overall fluid
pressure and temperature. The overall fluid pressure can be sensed much
faster then the impedance, the impedance is sampled at 100hz and the pressure at 1040hz, both are 12 Bit values [100].
A capacitive tactile fingertip for the iCub was realized by modifying the
modular system shown in the previous section 2.2.1.
The same AD7147 capacitive sensor chip as used in the modular system is
employed with a flexible PCB with 12 sensor electrodes. The PCB has been
redesigned to it can be folded around a rigid fingertip core made with a 3D
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Figure 2.21: A: Schematic of the Biotact fingertip. The rigid core (white) contains the electronics (brown) which is connected to sensing electrodes (red).
The electrodes are covered by a weakly conductive fluid under a elastic skin
(light blue). B: A prototype of the fingertip. Image source [98], ©2007 IEEE.

printer.
To make the capacitive sensing work with non conductive objects, again a dielectric silicon is used as cover material where the upper layer is connected
to ground potential. When the finger touches an object the silicon is compressed, and the capacitance a sensor electrodes measures is changed [101].
A piezoresistive tactile fingertip in the shape of a human finger is presented in [102]. In contrast to other tactile fingertips it consists of only one
base shell which contains all necessary parts. The fingertip is designed to fit
onto the shadow robot hand [103]. It has 12 tactile cells, employing the single
sided resistive measurement design as known from Fig. 2.18.
The sensor cells are on the outside of the shell, and the measurement electronic is on the inside (see Fig. 2.22). Both the tactile sensor electrodes as well
as the pads for the measurement electronic and corresponding tracks have
been structured by a laser onto the shell.
This process is called Laser-Direct-Structuring (LDS) [104]. For this process a special thermoplastic material has to be used. This plastic gets molded
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Figure 2.22: A 3D shaped piezoresistive fingertip. Left: The sensor side with
the M shaped electrodes. In the upper right one can see the foam cover that
is put onto the fingertip for operation. Right: The electronics are inside the
fingertip and soldered right onto the processed plastic. Image source: [102]

into a form, here the shape of a fingertip. The shell is then processed with
a laser, which draws the tracks and electrodes on the surface. The plastic
contains a special additive which changes its molecular structure under the
laser beam. The processed shell is then placed into sequential chemical baths,
which builds up copper and a final gold coating on the activated regions.
The sensor electrodes are drawn over the curved surface of the shell, and
the pads and traces for the measurement electronic are be drawn seamlessly
onto the inside. The advantage of this construction is that it needs less space
as the components are directly soldered onto the activated plastic.
The shape of the electrodes was chosen to be the one that has been developed and evaluated during the course of this work, as the results of section
3.3.4 have shown that this design is very sensitive to first touch.
The average spatial resolution is 5.5mm. The measurement electronic consists of an 8-Bit microcontroller with integrated ADC that can sample the tactels at a speed of about 1kHz.

Slip detection
As slip detection is an important skill for the proper manipulation of objects,
there have been multiple attempts to create tactile sensors that are optimized
for this task.
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A slip sensor that works by measuring temperature changes is presented
in [105]. It is not capable of detecting incipient slippage, but it is good at detecting small amounts of slippage.
It consists of a polyamide film on which a microheater is printed. The microheater is an electrode patterned in a small rectangle (1.5 x 1.5mm). The
microheater is warmed by the Joule effect, current is sent through the electrode by a control and sensor circuit so that the temperature of the heater is
constant.
The sensor circuit measures the current and resistance of the microheater
and can deduct the temperature of the heater through Joules law. When an
object contacts the sensor, the heat is conducted at a material specific rate,
which can be sensed by the control electronic as the current that is needed to
hold the temperature changes. Through this the sensor is able to discriminate
different materials through their thermal conductivity. When slippage occurs
this is also detectable, as the power needed to heat the structure suddenly increases.
A fingertip for robots with slip sensing capability is shown in [106]. The
slip detection is realized via an accelerometer integrated into the tip.
The fingertip consist of a rigid core with an outer rubber skin and a foam in
between. The accelerometer is placed inside the finger and attached to the
rubber skin. Due to the foam, the skin can be compressed when a object is
touched. The accelerometer can measure the microvibrations which occur
when an object is beginning to slip.
In this regard also the preferred surface structure for a slip sensor is discussed. It is argued that a smooth surface (roughness less then one micron)
produces a very large coefficient of friction, which causes large scale stick -slip
motions as the object slides over the surface.
A mat finish on the surface (roughness of a few tens of microns) allows for better (smoother) slipping, but does provide only minimal vibrations to the sensor. The best texture is similar to human fingerprints, having parallel ridges
a few hundred microns wide and up to a few hundred microns high. This
skin texture does not show the adhesive behavior of very smooth skin, and as
ridges catch and snap back from the object during sliding, strong enough vibration signals are produced.
A material that is often employed to create slippage sensors is polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF). PVDF shows a very strong piezoelectric effect, it generates a voltage under strain. The strain cause a change in the surface charge
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density of the material so that a voltage between its surfaces is created. The
amplitude and frequency of the signal is proportional to the deformation of
the PVDF material. When the deformation is reversed, the output voltage is of
opposite polarity.
The voltage output can be enhanced using a very thin PVDF film, as relatively
small forces create very large stresses within the material. This voltage is large
enough so it can be directly sampled by an ADC. PVDF however allows only
dynamic sensing, a static force does not produce a voltage.
An artificial finger skin for slip detection based on PVDF sensors is shown
in [107]. Multiple small PVDF strips are embedded in ridges of a silicone
block. The setup is made to resemble the rapidly adapting (RA) tactile cells
in the human finger. The output of the PVDF sensors is recorded during slip
and an artificial neural network (ANN) trained to recognize incipient slip.
A sensor which is modified to detect lateral dynamic force and its direction is presented in [108]. A PVDF film is modified by adding a silicone rubber
column which is mounted orthogonal onto the film. Below the column are
electrodes. When the column is pressed laterally, it acts as a lever and compresses the PVDF on one side and lifts it on another side. By comparing the
voltages of the electrodes, the slip direction can be determined.
We have now seen that slip detection for robot grasping is possible using
special tactile sensors. However the usage of dynamic sensors does not allow
to monitor static forces, and single tactile sensors allow no tactile spatial information.

2.2.3 Tactile input devices
One of the first tactile input devices for a computer was the RAND graphic
tablet which was introduced in 1963. It had a tactile surface of 26cm x 26cm
and 1024x1024 tactels, yielding a resolution of 2.54mm. It functions together
with a special pen, which is tracking its position on the tablet. The tablet
contains a grid of electrodes in X/Y arrangement. The lines get pulsed with
an electrical signal that codes their line number. The pen has a high input
impedance electronic, which picks up these pulses when placed in close proximity over a line. It converts the pulses back to digital coordinates, and transfers this information via cable to the PC. The pen has a small switch at its tip,
so that the position tracking is only active when the pen is pressed onto the
tablet [109].
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Graphic tablets with pens are still widely used today. They now operate
with a wireless pen that is powered through the tablet via induction. To determine the pen position, most modern tablets make use of electromagnetic
induction, using a grid of wires to operate as both transmitting and receiving coils (in contrast to the wires of the RAND tablet which only transmitted
data). An electromagnetic signal is sent through the wires and picked up by
the pen. The electronic inside the pen picks up the signal and sends data back.
With analog tablets, the pen contains a coil/capacitor (LC) circuit which resonates with the excitation signal on the grid, this resonance signal is picked up
by the tablet and the pen position is calculated via interpolation and fourier
analysis [110]. In digital tablets the position is transmitted in discrete values
between pen and tablet, optionally along with a pressure value, tilt angle or
button status of the pen. Pens which offer pressure sensing usually contain a
small strain gauge [111] or force sensitive resistor [112] in their tip.
Another tactile input device for computers which is widely used today is
the touch screen. The first touch screen for a computer can be traced back to
1965. There a touch display was presented which was used in air traffic control
and consisted of thin wires placed on top of a monitor surface. When a finger
was contacting a wire a change in capacity was registered. The information
which wire was touched was fed into the computer and used to select menu
items. In this regard it was an one dimensional touchscreen, as it did not return X/Y screen coordinates but the index of one of 16 horizontal lines [113].
In 1972 the PLATO IV system was built by the University of Illinois and
was used for the education of students. It was a computer system which had
terminals connected in a proprietary network and an advanced graphical output terminal (see Fig. 2.23). It was using a plasma display with a resolution of
512x512 pixels, onto this display a 16x16 touch grid was mounted. This grid
worked by using opposing infrared diodes and sensors. When a finger was
touching an item, it blocked the light from reaching the sensors in X and Y
dimension and thus the screen coordinate was given [114, 115].

The capacitive principle is still widely used in the touch screens of today
(as in mobile phones, pads and monitors). Thereby the so called surface capacitive touch panels consist of a uniform conductive coating on a glass layer.
Electrodes in four corners of the panel create an uniform electric field across
the conductive layer. As an conductive object approaches (like a human finger), the electric field gets disturbed by the parasitic capacitance of the object.
Current is drawn from each corner of the panel, the amount is be measured
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Figure 2.23: The 1972 PLATO IV was a computer for educational purposes
which featured a high resolution display and a 16x16 touch grid infrared
panel. Image source: [114]. From Science, vol. 192, 1974. Reprinted with
permission from AAAS.

and the contact position interpolated [116]. This however does not allow the
usage of non conductive objects for contact, or provides a measurement related to contact force.
An alternative to capacitive sensing is using a resistance based method for
touch screens, this is often employed in mobile devices, PDAs and cameras.
Thereby two glass or acrylic panels are integrated into the screen. Each has
a special coating that creates a resistance gradient between two sides. When
mounted onto each other, the position of a contact that connects both planes
can be determined through measuring the resistance values for the X and Y
directions.
Due to the conductive coating, the screens have a lower clarity then capacitive based designs. Also they require a higher contact force, as the panels must
be physically pressed together. However they are the most affordable type of
touch screen. [116, 117].
Tactile sensing for larger areas, as in multi-touch tables is often realized by
optical methods. One way to realize a multitouch table is to use a (partly)
transparent table, IR emitters and a video camera. Methods that use this
setup are frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) [118], diffuse illumination
(DI) [119] and diffused surface illumination (DSI) [116]. The video camera is
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mounted below a transparent table surface, and the IR emitters highlight the
fingers on the table, the camera sees IR blobs at the position of the fingertips.
The conventional optical methods require quite bulky constructions as a
camera is needed in some distance under the table, and a PC for image processing is used to determine the contact blobs.
Alternative methods make use of LCDs with integrated sensors, which allows a much slimmer construction. The PixelSense table [120] by Microsoft
uses optical sensors that are embedded with every pixel. For this an IR emitter and receiver is employed at every pixel. The emitter measures the amount
of light that is reflected back and this data is collected and combined by an
internal processor.
A multitouch table that works with capacitance is the DiamondTouch table [121]. This table was designed for interaction with multiple people and it
can distinguish which person is touching which position. This is done by using special chairs that are part of the system. The touch sensing works by using a transmitter array under the display surface which transmits small radiofrequency signals to the fingertips of the users. Each chair is equipped with receiver electronic which reads this signal after it has been transferred through
the human body.
The technology in touchpads, as common in laptops or keyboards, is mostly
based on capacitance. One of the most common type of touchpad works by
using two grids of electrodes which are separated by an insulation layer, thus
forming a capacitor when the lines are charged. As third layer, a sensor electrode is mounted below the other layers and measures the capacitance of the
upper layers.
The lines are alternately charged and the capacitance measured. A fingertip
placed above the sensor disturbs the capacitance from the normal level. The
position of the fingertip is interpolated by using the capacitance values for all
grid points, and thus can be higher then the grid resolution [122, 123].
We have now seen that there exist quite a few technologies (resistive, capacitive, optical) to realize tactile sensitive surfaces. However the currently
available implementations hardly excite us. As in our tactile table scenario
we want to use information about contact position and strength and the currently available tactile surfaces are made to provide only location and hardly
any force information. Furthermore we want to realize tactile tables in various
dimensions, whereas touchscreens come in fixed sizes. It might be possible to
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create a camera based system where the table size can be more easily altered,
but these solutions are bulky and again do not give real feedback about contact forces.

2.2.4 Tactile objects
The study of human fingers forces is a topic of interest for scientists from diverse fields such as biology, psychology and robotics. In the course of this
work we have developed a tactile object which allows to record such forces,
which is presented in section 4.
There are already approaches that measure human finger forces which
provide very accurate results. However they are static and require the hand
to be fixated in a specific position. One example is the device used in [124].
There the forearm is fixated on a block and the palm lifted to a certain degree.
The fingers are free to move in the vertical direction. Steel wires hanging from
a structure above the hand are attached to the fingers. The wires in turn are
attached to force sensors, so when the fingers press downward, the strain on
the wires is measured.
The finger-force linear sensor (FFLS) device is another device that was
built to measure forces applied by the human fingertips [125]. The device
consists of a plate onto which the human hand gets strapped at the wrist. The
fingers are attached to metal blocks with strain gauges using adjustable bands.
The strain gauges can measure the force exerted by the fingers either through
pushing or pulling. The thumb is placed into a cylinder that is custom shaped
for each participant. This cylinder is attached to a 2D strain gauge sensor,
through this the thumb forces can be recorded regardless of its rotation. The
design allows for a very precise recording of individual finger forces.
The drawback however is that the scenario is very artificial for the participant and it is not possible to monitor real-world applications with these approaches.
Another approach is to put tactile sensors on the human hand. This has
been realized in various implementations to create tactile sensitive gloves [126–
128]. However all these gloves have the drawback of interfering with the contact of skin and object and thus change the sensory feedback during manipulation. Also most gloves have a limited amount of sensor cells that are only
attached to the most prominent contact locations like the fingers, so not all
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possible contacts of the hand with the object surface can be monitored.
Devices that do not change the users tactile sensation are tactile sensitive
objects. These allow the user to move his hand and arm freely, creating more
natural interacting scenarios. A tactile object that includes also other modalities is described in [129]. The grasp force of the whole hand is registered by
a load cell inside the object. Additionally an 3 axis acceleration sensor is integrated, which records data about the movement of the object.
A tactile object with three strain gauges is shown in [130]. The user places his
first and second finger on one side of the objects and the thumb on the other,
he can then lift the object. Below the object are laser sensors that monitor the
movement of the object.
While these devices require the participant to place their fingers onto predefined locations, there are other approaches that allow more freedom. Examples are the cable based Nara-IST cylinder [131], which is a cylinder that is
covered with strips of FSR sensors and used to control a robot hand. As the
whole contact surface is covered by tactile sensors, the user is free in choosing the positioning of his fingers. Also from the data that is gathered from the
multiple tactile sensors, the finger contact location can be derived and compared between subjects.
Another tactile object with multiple tactile sensors is the iObject that is
presented in [132]. The iObject is equipped with tactile and motion tracking
sensors and was designed for evaluating the actions of a human or an anthropomorphic robotic hand (see Fig. 2.24). The iObject was inspired by the shape
of a soda can and has similar dimensions: a diameter of 80mm and a height
of 120mm, so it conventionally fits into a human hand.
It enables the measurement of finger contact location and force, the acceleration of the object (linear + rotational 3D) and the orientation relative to the
earth (using a 3D magnetometer).
The tactile sensing is realized by using 10 sensor boards which contain 22
tactile cells. The principle of the sensor cells is the same resistive principle as
known from figure 2.18. The sensor cells are round electrodes with a diameter
of 5mm spaced in 10mm distance from each other. The surrounding surface
is the common ground electrode.
The sensor boards are arranged in a circle and covered with a conductive
foam. Each sensor board contains two 16 channel ADCs [133] which sample
the electrode voltages. They are connected via a SPI bus to a central board
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Figure 2.24: Left: A 3D model of the iObject, with the foam cover made
translucent. Below the foam the sensor boards with the round tactels are visible. Enclosed by the sensor boards is the central board with blue-tooth unit
and battery. The inner and outer support structures were made with a 3D
printer. On top and bottom markers for vision systems are integrated. Right:
The iObject fits nicely into the anthropomorphic shadow robot hand. Image
sources: [132]

which contains an 8 Bit microcontroller. On the central board also a a motion
tracker unit is integrated, which contains an 3D accelerometer, a 3D gyroscope and a 3D magnetometer [134].
The data from all sensors is transmitted wireless by an integrated bluetooth module. This wireless connection is however also the bottleneck of the
object, as with the data rate drops with increased distance to the receiver or
in environments with electrical noise. In the optimal case, the data can be
transmitted at 250 Hz, however in non optimal scenarios the rate can drop to
25 Hz or even to 0 Hz - when the wireless communication is disturbed.

2.3 Summary
In this chapter we have first looked into how important tactile sensing is in
biology. We have seen how complex it is and how it works in plants, insects,
animals and man. We have found that tactile sensing in biology has evolved
over a long time span, and that nature uses a wide range of different tactile
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cells among all organisms. The capabilities of tactile sensing are more elaborated in higher level animals and humans. The tactile sensation of our skin is
actually created by a multitude of different tactile cells.
After this we looked into what methods exist to create artificial tactile sensors and what their characteristics are.
For this we have grouped the existing tactile sensors according to their applications. We have positioned our Myrmex system as a general purpose /
modular system. We have shown that tactile sensors can be based on various
principles, such as resistivity, capacitance or optical and thermal effects.
We have presented modular tactile sensor systems that are comparable to
our Myrmex system. Their specifications have been summarized so they can
be easily compared with the Myrmex system that we will present in this work.
We have also introduced the reader to the specialized tactile sensors that are
used for the various individual scenarios that the Myrmex system aims to fulfill.
We have seen that none of the current systems can combine the features
needed to realize all the scenarios that we laid out in our motivation, that is
the slip detection for robot grasping and the creation of a tactile table surface
as well as the study of human finger forces.

Chapter

3
Myrmex system

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will describe the Myrmex system that we developed and
present the design decisions that were made to achieve its outstanding performance. In the previous section we have seen how various tactile sensors
and especially modular tactile sensor systems have been implemented. We
have also compared their specifications in table 2.2.

In comparison we have listed the specification of our Myrmex system here
in table 3.1. Through this we can demonstrate that our Myrmex is better suited
for large scale and high speed applications then the comparable systems. Also
one can see that from the spatial resolution, sensitivity and data resolution it
is among the upper range of the comparable systems. We will also see that
because of its modularity and granularity the scenarios of the tactile gripper,
tactile grasp force analysis and tactile table can all be realized.

In addition our system also has positive usability factors that are not expressed in numbers: an auto-configuration feature and a standard USB video
connection which allow for a ’plug and use’ like operation of the system.

In the following sections we will explain the design and implementation
of the Myrmex system. We start with an overview of the system layout in the
next section.
57
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Table 3.1: Myrmex system specification
Maximum tactels
Maximum update rate
Spatial resolution
Data resolution
Pressure range
Interface
Sensing method

32512
256 tactels @ 1900Hz
5mm
12-Bit
3-300kpA
USB video
Resistive

Figure 3.1: Photo of a Myrmex system. An array of sensor modules is connected to a central unit, which transmits the tactile data to a host computer.

3.2 System layout
A picture of our Myrmex system can be seen in Fig. 3.1 and a schematic overview
of the system is visible in Fig. 3.2.
The organization of the system is similar to other modular systems shown in
section 2.2.1. We use sensor modules that get connected to a separate unit
(here called the central unit) that collects/converts the tactile data for the final transmission to a PC.
The modules are the building blocks that realize the tactile sensing capability. Due to their design and implementation they provide a high spatial
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Myrmex Bus

USB

Figure 3.2: Overview of the system layout. The amount of modules can vary,
but the organization is always the same. Sensor modules are connected with
each other and the central unit via the proprietary Myrmex bus. The central
unit is connected to a PC via USB.

resolution, sensitivity and outstanding speed. They will be described in detail
in the following section 3.3.
Compared to the other modular systems, we can also realize a higher number of total tactels with our system, and also employ a convenient auto-configuration
of the system. This was achieved by developing a proprietary Myrmex bus to
connect the modules with each other and to the central unit. This bus will be
described in section 3.4.
The central unit is responsible for collecting the tactile data and presenting it to a PC for further processing. It does so via an USB connection and
registers as an USB video device - realizing a tactile camera. The central unit
will be described in section 3.5.
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3.3 Sensor Modules
The modules of the Myrmex system are the units that realize the tactile sensitive surface. Here we will first describe their implementation, then we will discuss important design decisions such as the sensing technique and the granularity of the system. Finally we show the steps that we took to optimize the
sensor cell structure for this type of sensor to increase the sensitivity to low
forces.

3.3.1 Implementation
A schematic overview of one Myrmex module can be seen in figure 3.3. A module consists of two hardware pieces: the top printed circuit board (PCB) and
the bottom PCB, additionally a conductive elastomer is used as contact material.

Conductive Elastomer

Top PCB

Bottom PCB

Figure 3.3: Schematic of a single sensor module: The 80x80mm bottom PCB
contains control and power circuits, the top PCB contains the electrode surface and analog circuits to measure the tactile cells. The top PCB is of the same
size as the bottom PCB and gets covered with a conductive elastomer.
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Top PCB
The top PCB contains the sensor cells and the measurement electronics. As
we choose to use the resistive approach for tactile sensing, we realized the
tactile sensing functionality by creating a matrix of tactels using the parallel
electrode design as known from Fig. 2.18 in section 2.2.
Fig. 3.4 shows a photo of the upper and bottom side of the top PCB. As a
4-layer PCB is used for implementation, the uppermost layer is free to be used
as sensor surface. The lowest layer is used to hold the electrical components
as well as the connectors to the bottom PCB. The electrical connections between the components and the sensor electrodes are done in the inner two
layers.
On the top layer of the board the sensor surface is realized by a big ground
electrode and multiple sensor electrodes. Inside the ground electrode are
16x16 sensor electrodes spaced 5mm apart, separated from the ground electrode through a gap. This gap gets bridged by the conductive elastomer that is
placed onto the module. The elastomer acts as a variable resistor between the
sensor and the ground electrode, as the resistance between the two electrodes
changes when it gets compressed.
To acquire a digital value that is representative for the foam compression
/ tactile activation of the sensor cell, we convert this resistance to a voltage
which can be sampled by an analog-digital converter chip (ADC).
This conversion is done through a voltage divider circuit. In Fig. 3.5 we
see a schematic of such a circuit as used in the Myrmex modules. Is consists
of two potentials (in our case a supply V and the ground level GND) as well as
two resistors R1 and R2. In our design, R2 is the resistance between the sensor and the ground electrode through the elastomer and R1 is a fixed resistor.
Between the two potentials there is the voltage Ui n . This voltage is available
in a ’divided’ form between the two resistors as voltage Uout . This voltage is
then converted by an ADC. The Uout voltage in relation to the input voltage
and resistor values can be calculated by the formula:

Uout =

R2
∗Ui n
R1 + R2

(3.1)

As already stated we wanted to make the system sensitive to even low
forces. For a resistance based sensor an increase in sensitivity can be achieved
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Sensor electrode
Ground electrode

Connector
Analog-digital converter
Fixed resistors

Figure 3.4: The top PCB. On its upper side is the matrix of sensor electrodes,
consisting of 16x16 sensor electrodes and a common ground electrode. Each
sensor electrode has a ’M’ shape. The lower side of this PCB contains the
analog-digital converters as well as fixed resistors used for voltage divider circuits.

by two ways: use of an appropriate fixed resistor R1 in the voltage divider circuit and a sensor surface structure that is optimized in regard to the conductive elastomer.
We have experimentally measured the resistance range for the elastomer
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V
U in

R1

Uout

ADC

R2
GND

Figure 3.5: Schematic of the voltage divider circuit used for the Myrmex tactile
sensor cells. R1 is a fixed resistor, R2 is the resistance between the sensor and
ground electrode.

(R2) using our prototype Myrmex sensor modules. The result was that R2 for
the polyurethane foam ranges from 10 MOhm (uncompressed) to 60 kOhm
(fully compressed). In Fig. 3.6 we have plotted different values for R1 using
this range and the formula 3.1.
We can see that a high value resistor like 1000 kOhm would provide a steep
response on low pressure. However such a high value was not available in the
required very small integrated chip package, so we settled on the highest possible version that is 470 kOhm.
In regards to using an optimized sensor surface, we performed experiments to find an optimized electrode design which resulted in the M shaped
sensor electrode. These experiments will be presented in section 3.3.4. Additionally the sensor response in regard to different elastomers under varying
conditions can be found in the sensor evaluation section 5.
Bottom PCB
The bottom PCB contains all the control and voltage regulation electronic that
is necessary for a module to function. The heart of the control logic is the
PIC32 microcontroller (see Fig. 3.7).
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R1 fixed resistor
250 kOhm
500 kOhm
1000 kOhm

Uout voltage [V]
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R2 - Resistance of elastomer [Mohm]

Figure 3.6: The output of the voltage divider according to formula 3.1 in relation to the elastomer resistance R2 and the fixed resistor R1. The elastomer
resistance gets lower as it is compressed. When the foam is lightly touched,
R2 is high and here a steep response is preferred for a good sensitivity.

This chip is connected to the ADCs of the top PCB via a SPI bus. During
operation the MCU collects the tactile data from the ADCs. The top PCB is
mounted to the bottom PCB through 6 sockets that are distributed over the
PCB. Their locations where chosen to create a stable base for the top PCB
while preventing a false assembly (there is only one way the top PCB can be
rotated to fit into the sockets).
The MCU is also connected to the proprietary Myrmex bus via electrical
buffers. These buffers are located at the four connectors that allow the modules to get physically and electrically connected. The buffers function as gates
for the bus, they can control if the module is connected to the bus. Details
about their role in the bus operation can be found in section 3.4.
As the amount of components needed to realize the bottom PCB is much
smaller then for the top PCB, we only use a two layered PCB and have all the
components mounted on one side.

3.3.2 Granularity
We have now shown that our Myrmex modules have a dimension of 80x80mm
and use 16x16 sensor cells, resulting in a spatial resolution of 5mm. These
numbers were guided by technical limitations but are also the result of design
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Socket

Voltage
regulation

Buffer

PIC32

Figure 3.7: The bottom PCB contains the PIC32 MCU which collects all the
tactile data from the ADCs of the top PCB. On this board also the voltage
regulation electronic for the module is located. At each side of the PCB are
the connectors through which the modules can be interconnected with each
other. Each connector has two buffer chips through which the Myrmex bus
runs. The sockets on the board are used to hold the top PCB.

decisions that we will present here.
When designing a modular system the granularity is an important factor as
we encounter a trade off situation: larger units are favorable for the economies
of scale but smaller units allow a higher variety of application scenarios.
With a large granularity the design of the electronics would require less
redundant parts and assembly (which results in lower construction cost and
time) and less complex control logic is needed to organize and run such a system. Large modules however are not good for the versatility as some scenarios
like the gripper/finger tip would become unrealizable if the modules are too
big. To have the widest range of possible application scenarios it would be
favorable to choose a small physical size for the modules.
Choosing a too small granularity however creates problems when a larger
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area needs to be covered, because of the increased complexity and overhead.
On the usability level it takes more effort to physically compose a large area
like the tactile table, as in creating the electrical connections. While this is an
one time effort each time that the system is used, the more important drawback is that the speed of the system may be negatively affected. A small granularity is likely to create organizational overhead which will affect the overall
throughput of the system, e.g. to obtain the tactile data one has to address
and communicate with each of the numerous modules.
After weighting these considerations and including the future applications
of the system, the size of a single sensor module was chosen such that it covers large parts of everyday objects which are graspable with a human hand
e.g. a cup, a bottle, or a pen. Hence, each sensor module has a sensitive area
of 80×80 mm which roughly resembles the size of a human palm. In our view
the inspiration by the human hand dimensions fits well in the scope of human
manual interaction research.
For example, in context of the tactile table, an surface area that is manipulated
by a human hand is very likely to have a dimension of at least the size of the
human palm. The exception may be very fine object manipulation done with
few fingers e.g. picking up a needle.
With a guideline for the overall dimension of a module, the next question
is the density of sensor elements, which is dependent on the application requirements and the sensing technique used.
The ideal sensor module would of course have a spatial resolution near
infinity, or very small (1mm) as comparable to the human fingertip. Here
however practical limitations come into play. With increasing density of sensor elements, the wiring of the sensor electrodes and components gets more
and more complex. Also the amount of data that is transmitted would increase and slow down the sensor system, which conflicts with the targeted
high speed.
For these reasons we found that the spatial resolution of 5mm together
with the surface size of 80x80mm (using 16x16 sensor cells) provides a good
balance between resolution, amount of data and challenge of technical implementation.
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3.3.3 Measurement technique
The basis of the Myrmex system is the tactile sensing technique and as shown
we have used the resistive one. Here we will discuss why we chose this technique.
In the related work section 2.2 we have shown a lot of different tactile sensors and sensing techniques. However not all of them are suited to create
dense arrays of tactile elements. For a modular system it is desirable that all
the tactile elements together with the accompanying measurement circuits
can be integrated together on minimal space and do not interfere with each
other.
If we recall our comparison of modular tactile systems in table 2.2, we see
that most modular systems use either an optical or resistive approach. We
have also decided that our system should have a spatial resolution of 5mm or
better, this number has only be achieved with the systems that are based on
resistive or capacitive measuring. The capacitive measurement principle is
however prone to electrical noise if not properly shielded, and requires modifications to handle non conductive objects.
The review of the comparable systems and the higher robustness compared to capacitive sensing have tilted our decision towards the resistive measurement technique.
To limit the wiring effort and to reduce environmental influences on the
signal quality we also decided that each sensor module should acquire and
digitize its sensor readings locally close to the electrodes, and only transmit
digital values to the central unit.
To remove any cross talk between sensor cells and to increase the potential
speed of the sensing, we use an individual voltage divider and an ADC input
for each sensor cell.
This increases the amount of components needed (1 resistor and 1 ADC input
per cell) compared to matrix approaches.
In a matrix approach one would use rows and columns of sensor and ground
electrodes. A single ADC input would be connected with multiplexers to the
currently active ground / sensor electrode. This however would limit the possible speed of sensing, as each selecting and switching between electrodes
needs time.
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In our design a single module has 256 tactels and the employed A/D converters (ADCs) provide 16 multiplexed input channels, so we use 16 ADCs per
module where each is covering a sub area of 4×4 tactels.
This makes it possible to achieve a high sensing speed by using all 16 ADCs
in parallel. The details of this are shown in section 3.4.6.

3.3.4 Optimization of sensitivity
We have already shown in section 3.3.1 that we selected the fixed resistor R1
to have the highest value possible for our implementation to increase the sensitivity of the system to low forces. However there is still another factor that
can be optimized for a high sensitivity, that is the shape of the sensor cells.

Figure 3.8: The sensor cells of the Weiss Sensor [88] (left) have a round shape
and the Myrmex precursor used a square sensor shape [9] (right). While the
selection of these shapes seems arbitrary, we conducted experiments to create
an optimized shape for better sensitivity.

To optimize the sensor shape for a higher sensitivity, we will first look in
more detail into how the resistive tactile sensor principle with a conductive
foam as elastomer works.
The resistivity between the electrodes of a resistance based tactile sensor cell
actually amounts to two components: the internal resistivity RV of the sensor
material between the electrodes and the surface resistivity R S at the transition
from the electrode to the sensor material (see Fig. 3.9).
It has been shown experimentally that the surface resistivity R S has the main
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Figure 3.9: Working principle of a resistive tactile sensor: An applied load increases the contact area between the sensor material and the electrodes, thus
decreasing the surface resistivity R S (adapted from [135]).

contribution to the load-dependent variation of resistance [135].
The change in the surface resistivity R S is primarily caused by an increase
of the actual contact area between the electrode and the sensor material: If a
load is applied, the rough surface of the sensor material is pressed against the
electrode, thus increasing the actual contact area.
To increase the sensitivity to light loads, a simple method is to reduce the
distance between both electrodes thus decreasing the material resistivity RV ,
as it is proportional to the distance the current has to travel through the material. Through this the influence of the surface resistivity R S to the combined
resistance is increased.
Another powerful method to increase sensitivity when using a conductive
elastomer with a rough surface structure (like a foam) is by taking advantage
of single bulge contacts. The surface structure of a foam is not planar but consists of a multitude of bulges and indentations.
When the foam is pressed down, at least two contacts have to be created
by two bulges on the sensor and on the ground electrode, through which the
current flows. If a bulge of the sensor material is located directly above the
gap between the inner and outer electrode it can simultaneously contact both
electrodes when pushed down, which reduces the distance the current has to
travel through the material. Hence, it seems to be a reasonable strategy to
increase the probability of such single bulge contacts. This can be achieved
by increasing the circumference of the gap between both electrodes. An in-
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Figure 3.10: Sensor designs that were evaluated: quadratic sensor shape, M
shape and star shape.

creased circumference means that the area where a single bulge can contact
both electrodes is increased.
As this is possible with various electrode designs, we conducted an experiment with different sensor shapes as shown in Fig. 3.10. For each of these
shapes we considered several variations regarding the width of the electrodes
themselves as well as the gap between them. The parameters of all tested
shapes are summarized in table 3.2. The star- and M-shaped electrodes were
more restricted in possible configurations of their parameters, because there
are constraints on the width of electrode traces due to PCB production limitations. Because of this the number of quadratic shape configurations that were
tested is larger. A photo of the PCB is shown in Fig. 3.11. We created a 3x3 area
of each sensor shape and tested the middle cell.
To quantify the sensitivity of the sensor cells we used the measurement
setup shown in Fig. 3.12 composed of a 3 DOF CNC linear table and a digital scale weight. The sensor array was stressed with a 5 mm diameter probe
mounted to the tool mount. The results of probing each sensor configuration
at a fixed load and with a polyurethane foam used as an elastomer are also
shown in table 3.2.
The dependency of the sensor output on the distance of both electrodes is
summarized in Fig. 3.13. The visible decay supports our hypothesis, that a reduced average electrode distance will increase sensitivity. In Fig. 3.14 we see
the sensor output in relation to gap circumference and again our hypothesis
seems valid as the output is higher with the designs that have a larger circumference.
Due to these results we selected the M-shaped electrode design (with ID
’K’) for our final PCB layout, as it at the same time minimizes the average elec-

M

star

quadratic

sensor
shape

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

ID

circumference
of gap [mm]
12,0
9,3
8,0
7,2
6,8
8,0
35,9
31,6
32,7
37,1
37,4
37,0
36,5

max. distance
of electrodes [mm]
2,40
2,02
1,91
1,98
2,09
2,55
2,55
2,30
2,40
1,38
1,41
1,48
1,45

min. distance
of electrodes [mm]
0,32
0,40
0,53
0,73
0,83
1,03
0,15
0,21
0,20
0,21
0,21
0,30
0,30

avg. distance
of electrodes [mm]
0,95
0,93
1,04
1,26
1,38
1,68
0,59
0,61
0,69
0,40
0,41
0,52
0,53

Table 3.2: Properties and sensitivity of the various sensor shapes.
sensor output
avg. of 10 samples
2519,0
2644,9
2375,8
2669,7
2413,1
2296,0
2787,8
2680,2
2662,8
2641,8
2680,8
2856,4
2599,0
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Figure 3.11: Photo of the test board with the different sensor shapes that were
evaluated. Each shape / size combination is marked with a letter for identification (A-M).

trode distance (reducing the influence of the material resistivity RV ) and maximizes the circumference (increasing the probability of single bulge contacts).
To verify the improvements we repeated the experiment to compare full
modules with 256 sensor cells. One module had a top PCB with square-shaped
design and the other had a new top PCB with the M-shaped electrode. To reduce variance, we applied the loads to a stiff plastic sheet covering the whole
sensor area, thus uniformly distributing the pressure onto all tactels.
Repeating this procedure 10 times, we finally averaged of all 256 · 10 sensor
readings. As can be see from Fig. 3.15 the characteristic curve of the optimized
sensor design is shifted by a constant amount compared to the original sensor
design.
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Figure 3.12: Measurement setup with 3 DOF table, scale and sensor.
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Figure 3.13: Sensor output in relation to the average distance between both
electrodes. Sensitivity increases with decreasing average electrode distance.
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Figure 3.14: Sensor output in relation to the circumference of the gap between
the two electrodes. Sensitivity increases with increasing gap circumference.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of the sensor output for quadratic and M shape with
increasing overall load ranging from 3 to 30 kpA. The characteristic curve is
shifted by a constant value, thus increasing sensitivity.
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3.4 Myrmex Bus Design
3.4.1 Design Considerations
As shown in the system layout section 3.2, the Myrmex system is composed of
tactile sensor modules and a central unit. The sensor modules generate tactile
data and the central unit collects the tactile data from the modules and sends
it to a PC using an USB connection, making the system very compatible. The
bus system that is used for the communication between the modules and the
central unit however is not visible to the PC and thus has not an effect on the
compatibility, allowing us to consider non standard options.
We choose to implement our own bus system for the Myrmex system, as
this allows to implement features that are not possible using one of the conventional bus systems.
As described earlier, one of the features that sets this system apart from competitors is an intelligent auto configuration. Our motivation for this is that
we developed the system to be used in various tactile interaction scenarios, it
was made modular so various physical configurations can be achieved. This
physical configuration, the amount of modules and how they are connected,
however needs to be known by the system, so it can properly collect the tactile
data and send it to the PC.
A simple method to solve this problem would be to let the user create the
configuration data and send it to the central unit or hardcode it into the source
code. This however creates extra work for the user and reduces the accessibility of the system. Because of this we developed an auto configuration algorithm that lets the system figure out its physical configuration by itself after
powerup.
To understand the auto configuration algorithm and the Myrmex bus operation, we will first give an overview about the Myrmex system states in the
next section.
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3.4.2 System states
To understand the operation of the Myrmex bus and the whole system, knowledge about the different system states is essential. The Myrmex system uses
only two states: configuration mode and full transmit mode. The two states
define different behavior of the modules, the bus and the central unit. The
transition between the two states is irreversible and controlled by the central
unit. A schematic of the different system states can be seen in Fig. 3.16.

Central unit

Module

Power up

Power up

Search for modules

Wait for discovery

State

Config mode
Send configuration
commands

Process commands
Acquire tactile data

Collect tactile data &
transmit to PC

Full transmit
Send tactile data

Figure 3.16: The two states and their transition. Depending on the state the
modules and the central unit perform different actions. The blue arrow indicates data transmission from the central unit to the modules, which only
happens in the configuration mode. The green arrow indicates data transmission from the modules to the central unit.
After powering the system, all modules and the central unit are in the so
called configuration mode. This state is defined by the Myrmex bus allowing
bidirectional communication between the central unit and the modules. This
state has two phases, after which the transition to the full transmit mode occurs. The first phase is the so called discovery phase. In this phase the central
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unit discovers the modules that are on the bus. The information from this
process is then used to determine the physical arrangement of the modules.
The discovery process is described in section 3.4.4.
The next phase is the configuration of the modules by the central unit.
This phase is characterized by the central unit telling the modules what connections they should use to route the bus through the array, and setting the
system parameters for speed and compression. This process is described in
section 3.4.5.
After the configuration is finished, the system enters the full transmit mode.
In the full transmit mode there is only data communication from the modules
to the central unit, that is the data from the tactile sensor cells. The central
unit collects the data from all modules and then forwards it to the PC, this
process is described in section 3.4.6.
As the Myrmex system was designed to deliver very high frame rates, we
will look in section 3.4.7 at how this is achieved. How this system speed scales
with multiple modules is analyzed and explained in section 3.4.8.
First of all, we will look at how the Myrmex bus is physically implemented
in the next section.
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3.4.3 Physical Implementation
The Myrmex bus uses 15 signal lines, of which 12 are used for data bits and 3
for control. The voltages used on the lines are 3.3V for a high signal and 0V for
a low signal. The function assigned to each line depends on the state that the
system is - configuration mode or full transmission mode.
As introduced in the previous section, the configuration mode is used after the powerup of the system to exchange data between central unit and the
modules for the discovery and configuration of the modules. Because of this
some lines are configured to allow data transfer from the central unit to the
modules. After the configuration phase is finished, the full transmit mode is
used to transfer the tactile data from the modules to the central unit using all
available data lines.
The function of each line is documented in tables 3.3 and 3.4. Table 3.3
shows the bus line description in the configuration mode. This mode is the
default into which all modules go after power up. In this mode 8 of the 12
signal data lines are configured as input to receive command bytes from the
central unit, while 4 are used by the module to sent data back. After the configuration, the bus operates in full transmit mode as shown in table 3.4.
The two different configurations of the bus are possible because the direction of the bus lines can be changed by the buffers used on the modules. As
shown in section 3.3, a module has two buffers on each of its four sides. One
of the buffer chips controls 8 data lines and the other 4 data lines and 3 control
lines.
The communication between the modules and the central unit is controlled by the three control lines of the bus: NEW_DATA, INT and RESET.
The transmission of commands in the configuration mode is done by the central unit. It outputs a command byte on its 8 data lines, then toggles the INT
line. The module recognizes this and acts according to the command. When
the module has finished processing the command or has put requested data
on its 4 data lines, it toggles the NEW_DATA line to inform the central unit.
If a command requires multiple data transmissions, they are done using the
same procedure by toggling the NEW_DATA and INT lines alternately.
The commands used in the configuration mode by the central unit and the
modules are shown in appendix A. Table A.1 shows the 8 Bit commands used
by the central unit, and the corresponding 4 Bit answers of the modules are
shown in table A.2.
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The transmission of tactile data in the full transmit mode is handled in the
same way. When the central unit is ready to read data, it toggles the INT line.
When the module has put new data on the bus, it toggles the NEW_DATA line
to inform the central unit. The RESET line is used in this mode to instruct all
modules that a new transmission cycle begins. The details for this operating
mode will be shown in section 3.4.6.
The usage of buffers is crucial for the Myrmex bus. On the one hand they
allow us to use very long bus length when many modules are connected with
each other and on the other hand they allow for insulation of modules in specific directions. The buffers can be independently controlled by the MCU on
a module to one of three possible states: input, output or off. Electrically,
the Myrmex bus consists of many short connections that only run from the
buffers of one module to the buffers of the following module. Because of this
the amount of modules that are attached to the bus has no influence on the
signal quality.
The buffers on a module are all connected with each other. The MCU is
also connected to these buffer lines, which means it can ’read’ all signals that
run between the buffers. If a buffer on one side of a module is enabled as input, and on another side a buffer is an output, the bus signals that go into a
module on one side are forwarded to the other side. If one buffer is enabled as
an input and no output buffer is used the bus ends at the module, as the signals can not reach other modules anymore. Also if no input buffer is enabled,
the module is not receiving any bus signals.
Using two different bus modes has the advantage that not more electrical
lines had to be employed then necessary. As we have seen the communication
in direction from the central unit to the modules is only necessary in the configuration mode. After this, the same lines can be reused using the opposite
direction in the full transmit mode.
The ability to direct the bus to different sides of a module using the buffers
is also a prerequisite for the discovery of module structure, which is shown in
the next section.
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Table 3.3: Pin functions of the Myrmex bus in configuration mode
Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Direction
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
O
O
O
O
O

14

I

INT

I

RESET

15

Name

Description

DATA0-7

Config data from central unit

DATA8-11

Config data from module

NEW_DATA

Toggled by module if the previous
command was executed
Toggled by the central unit when
the new command is ready
Not used in configuration mode

(Directions as seen from the module, I = Input, O = Output)
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Table 3.4: Pin functions of the Myrmex bus in transmission mode
Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Direction
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Name

Description

DATA0-11

Pins for tactile data from module

NEW_DATA

Toggled by module
when new data is ready
Toggled by the central unit
when data has been read
Resets all module states
to start of data transmission

14

I

INT

15

I

RESET

(Directions as seen from the module, I = Input, O = Output)
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3.4.4 Autonomous discovery of Module Structure
A feature that sets the Myrmex sensor system apart from other systems is its
ability to configure itself each time it is used. The need for this configuration
arises from the modularity of the system - one can attach a single module to
the central unit as well as multiple ones (up to 127 in the current implementation), and connect them in a row or a square or a rectangle.
Having multiple sensor modules connected to form a larger sensor area
like a tactile table, the central unit first needs to discover how many modules
are present in the system, so it is able to configure its USB data size parameters correctly for the transmission of the tactile image to the PC. Also it has
to configure a path for tactile data transmission with the Myrmex bus, as the
modules themselves also do not know their position in the system. After all
modules have been discovered, the size and connection information of the
array is transported to the PC, so the tactile image can be reconstructed to
match the physical layout of the sensor array.
We will now look at the auto discovery as it proceeds from powering up of
the system. After power-up the modules enter the configuration mode, where
the modules configure their buffers to allow bidirectional data transfer as introduced in the previous section.
Right after this they start their discovery procedure. For the modules this
means that they enable one of their buffer pairs on one side and output a specific bit pattern. Then they wait until a timeout occurs for a specific answer bit
pattern from the central unit. If they did not get an answer, they disable the
buffers and enable a buffer pair on another side, showing there their pattern
and waiting. This procedure is looped infinitely until an answer is found.
The central unit proceeds in a similar way: After power-up and self initialization, it outputs its bit pattern and waits until it reads the bit pattern of a
module.
As we have seen in section 3.2, the central unit is connected at one side of
the module array to only one module. This module and the central unit will
discover each other. The bit pattern of the central unit will not reach other
modules, as the bus is not forwarded yet by the just discovered module.
After the first module is discovered, the module goes out of the discovery
phase and accepts configuration commands from the central unit. The first
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Figure 3.17: A 3×4 module array after the discovery process. The activated bus
connections are shown in red. Each module has been assigned a number in
the order of its discovery. The same order is later used for reading the tactile
data in the data acquisition phase.

command the central unit will use is to assign an address to the module. This
address can then be used to direct commands to this module once more modules are on the bus.
The central unit will then proceed to discover more modules. It will do so
by instructing the first module to forward the discover bit pattern of the central unit to one of its four sides. Then the central unit will wait until a timeout
occurs for the answer of another module. If no answer is received, its instructs
the module to direct the Myrmex bus to another of its sides. If another module
is discovered, the same procedure as with the first discovery is repeated.
Each time a module is discovered it is assigned an address and the central
unit notes which address was found at which side of a certain module. The
whole discovery process is repeated until no more modules can be found as
determined by a timeout on all sides.
Figure 3.17 illustrates how an exemplary 2×4 module layout would be discovered and the active connections for data transmission.
The information about the active connections between the modules is
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stored by the central unit and later sent to the PC as part of the USB video
frame data (see section 3.5.1). This makes it possible for the PC software to
reconstruct the physical layout of the modules (relative to the central unit). It
can do so by knowing the relative connections of the modules to each other
as well as the order in which they will transmit their data.
In the current implementation, the Myrmex system supports module arrays in square or rectangular configurations (that includes single module rows,
e.g. 1x5 modules). After the discovery process is finished, the central unit proceeds to the module configuration phase as shown in the next section.

3.4.5 Module configuration
The module configuration is the step after the discovery of modules and the
last step before the system enters the full transmission mode. At this point,
the central unit has assigned all modules with an unique ID. Also at this stage
all modules are attached to the Myrmex bus, as seen in Fig. 3.17 there is a single path that goes from the first module to the last module.
The task of the central unit is now to configure the transmission parameters for the modules. After switching into full transmission mode, there will be
no more way to configure the modules as the Myrmex bus will become unidirectional.
The first step of the central unit is to configure how the Myrmex bus will be
routed through the array of modules in the upcoming full transmission mode.
Currently the system programs the same path that was taken during module
discovery, that means that the module that was discovered first will also be
the first to transmit its data in full transmission mode.
The next step is the configuration of the speed and compression setting
for all modules. The speed setting is a way to slow down the tactile data acquisition of the modules, and therefor reduce the speed system. As we will
later see this only has an effect when a single module is used. The impact of
the speed setting value on the system speed is shown in section 3.4.8.
The compression parameter allows to enable a simple compression algorithm that can increase the speed of the system when there are many tactels
with none or constant pressure. This can be the case when using a larger surface as in a tactile table, where the action is concentrated on a partial area.
The parameters for speed and compression are shown in table 3.5. There
are default values for these parameters stored inside the central unit, but these
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values can also be set by the user using the USB video interface of the Myrmex
system.
The optional compression mode that can be activated by these settings
can reduce the amount of data that needs to be transmitted from the modules
to the central unit and thus speed up the system in some cases.
If the compression is activated, each module sends a 256 Bit flag array prior
to the transmission of its tactile data. If a bit is set to 1, a tactile value for
this sensor cell will be transmitted, if it is set to 0 this sensor value will be not
be transmitted. The flag bits are set according to a comparison of the sensor
cell value to the threshold, through this also noise or low force contacts can
be filtered. The automatic thresholds work by taking a snapshot of all sensor
values and using the highest value as compression threshold, this is done by
each module internally if enabled.
This simple compression method can reduce the amount of data that needs
to be transmitted if only a few sensor cells are active (=below threshold). If a
module with no load normally needs 256 bus transmissions, with the compression active it will just need 22 (as each transmission is 12 Bit wide) to only
transmit the flag bit array. However if there are many sensor cells active this
effect is reversed: for a module where all cells are active there are 256 + 22
transmissions necessary in this case.
After the modules have been configured with the path and speed / compression setting, the central unit issues a special command that switches all
modules into the full transmission mode.
Table 3.5: Module configuration parameters
Name

Range
0-255

Default
value
0

UVC video
parameter
Contrast

Speed

Compression

0-255

0

Brightness

Description
A higher value lowers
the speed of the system
0 = No compression
1 = Automatic threshold
2 - 255 Threshold
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3.4.6 Full transmit mode
The full transmit mode is the final operating mode of the system. In this mode
the tactile modules measure their tactels and transport these values to the
central unit, the central unit in turn transports them to the PC. The operation
of the system in full transmit mode has been highly optimized - it is the reason why the system achieves so high frame rates, which we will discuss in the
course of this and the following section.
When the Myrmex system uses multiple modules, synchronization is required on which module shall transmit on the Myrmex bus. To reach high
speeds even with many modules, this synchronization shall slow down the
system as little as possible, that is why we designed this process to happen
automatically without any action from the central unit. In the case when only
one module is used, there is no synchronization necessary and the module
can operate slightly different to increase the frame rate even further, this will
be described in detail in the next section. Now we will the describe how multiple modules behave in full transmit mode.
After the system goes from configuration mode into full transmission mode,
all modules use their buffer direction configuration that was sent to them by
the central unit in the configuration phase. This configuration contains the
information which pair of input buffers and which pair of output buffers will
be activated. But at this stage, the modules only activate one pair, the input
pair that allows signals to reach the module.
For the first module this means that it is electrically connected to the bus.
However it does not activate the buffers yet that lead to the next module, number 2.
All modules begin now to sample their ADCs to acquire tactile sensor values and buffer them in their internal memory. The central unit has, after sending the modules into full transmission mode, activated its USB connection
and has been enumerated as an USB video device (see 3.5). It will start to acquire a tactile image from the sensor system.
It does so by toggling the INT line of the Myrmex bus. The first module,
the only one to receive this signal, outputs the 12 Bit value of the first tactile
sensor cell onto the bus, and triggers the NEW_DATA line. The central unit
then reads this value, buffers it and toggles the INT line again to read the next
value. This procedure is repeated until all 256 tactile data values have been
transferred.
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After the 256th value, the module activates its outgoing buffer pair, which
extends the bus to the second module. The second module notices the toggle
of the INT line by the central unit, outputs its first 12 Bit value and the transmission process is repeated as with the first module. Notice how this switch
to a new module requires no action from side of the central unit. It just has
to perform a simple loop of reading data for all modules, the synchronization
is done by the modules themselves. After all modules have been read (the
central unit knows the amount of modules from the enumeration) a cycle of
tactile data acquisition is complete.
The central unit will now reset the state of all modules to prepare the next
data acquisition cycle. It does so by toggling the RESET line of the Myrmex
bus. All modules go back into the starting state of the full transmit mode,
where they have only their input buffers enabled. In the meantime the central unit transmits the collected data as an USB video frame to the PC. After
this it will start to read out the modules again.
This concept proves to be very effective, as it minimizes overhead and allows us to achieve high frame-rates even with a greater number of modules,
much higher then the competing systems that we have seen in section 2.2.
How this is achieved will be shown in detail in the following section.

3.4.7 Achieving High Frame Rates
The high framerates of the system were achieved by optimizing the two factors
on which the speed of the tactile system depends: the time needed for the
analog data acquisition and the transmission time of the digital data.
Data acquisition
The analog data acquisition time is the time needed by a module to communicate with its ADCs to read the tactile sensor cell values. These are generated
by the ADCs through converting the analog voltage from the sensors cells to
digital values.
The limiting factor for this process is not the raw sampling and transmission rate of the A/D converters (which is one million samples per second with
the AD7490 chips used on the module [133]) but the time needed to charge
the internal capacitor of the ADC to reach the actual sampling voltage after
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switching the ADC channel.
As we have already heard, the ADCs have 16 analog input channels. But internally they only have one measurement circuit to which the 16 input channels are multiplexed. When a new channel is selected, the internal capacitor
of the measurement electronic has to charge to the voltage level of the new
channel. This charging process has an exponential characteristic, where the
decay factor is determined by the resistivity of the overall system, which is
comparatively large (as we use a 470 k resistor for the voltage divider of tactile
sensor cells, see Sec. 2.2).
The time needed to reach a constant voltage level was identified in experiments to be approximately 30 µs, in comparison to a theoretical sampling
time of only 1 µs of the ADC.
To improve the overall acquisition speed, we take advantage of the fact that
each module employs multiple ADCs, and alternately use each of the 16 ADCs
- this increases the time available for voltage adaption by a factor of 16. We use
the waiting time needed for the charge of the new channel on one ADC to read
the other 15 ADCs.
Using a sampling time of 1.2 µs to achieve more robust ADC readings, the
time needed to acquire all 256 sensor values of a single module accounts to
308 µs, leaving a time of 15·1.2µs = 18µs for voltage adaption. This reduction
of the adaption period is a tradeoff between speed and accuracy in the default
operation to achieve the high frame-rate of 1900 hz.

Data transmission to the host
The data transmission to the host computer is a two stage process. In the first
stage, the tactile data acquired from the ADCs is transmitted from the modules to the central unit, in the second stage this data is transferred to the host
PC. The transmission from a module to the central unit via the Myrmex bus
takes about 333 µs. This data is then send as part of a video frame via USB to
the host PC. This transmission to the host PC via USB takes an average of 32
µs per sensor module.
For single module operation we implemented an optimized data acquisition / transmission scheme. In this scheme, the single module transmits the
tactile data to the PC and at the same time samples the next tactel. This is
done by using the SPI subunit of the PIC32 MCU which can talk to the ADC
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PC
USB2.0

32μs

Myrmex Bus
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Central
Unit

333μs
PIC32
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ADCs

ADCs

ADCs

Figure 3.18: Detailed communication diagram of the sensor system including
data acquisition and transmission times. If a single sensor module is used (as
for the grasping / slip detection scenario), acquisition and transmission can
be further optimized, needing only 494 µs combined.

while the PIC32 is busy communicating to the central unit. With this method
it takes 494 µs + 32 µs to acquire and transmit a whole sensor image, resulting
in an overall frame rate of 1.9 kHz. An overview of the speeds and devices is
shown in Fig. 3.18.
When multiple modules are used it is even possible to optimize the data
transmission and acquisition to a greater extend. What we have seen in the
previous section is that the time needed for data acquisition of a module is
308 µs. As the acquisition and transmission speed are of similar magnitude,
we can employing a parallel data acquisition and transmission scheme that
greatly increases the system speed when using multiple modules.
A detailed graphic with the speeds for this parallel method is depicted in
Fig. 3.19.
There we assume to have at least two modules. Take a look at module
#1: while it is sampling its data for the next transmission, module #2 is trans-
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Overall frame period: 730 µs
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…
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Figure 3.19: Schematic timing diagram which illustrates the parallel data acquisition and transmission phases of two sensor modules. The time axis is not
linear to scale.

mitting its data. As the acquisition time is lower then the transmission time,
module #1 will have all tactile data ready when module #2 has finished. So
while one module transmits its data to the central unit, the other module can
already acquire and buffer tactile data from its ADCs. Because of this each
module needs only (333 µs +32 µs) to sample and transmit its data on average.
If we would use a sequential operation however it would take (333 µs + 308
µs + 32 µs) for each module to sample and transmit its data. To sample and
transmit both modules after each other it would then take over 1200 µs. With
our parallel approach however we only need 730 µs including USB transmission, which is only 60% of the time needed for sequential operation.

3.4.8 Overall system speed
As the times needed for the data acquisition and transmission phases are nearly
fully deterministic, the overall system speed with a number of N modules can
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be calculated by the formula:
½
T t ot al =

N · TT ,
TS + TT

if N · TT ≥ TS
else

(3.2)

where T t ot al is the total time needed to sample and transmit data from
all modules to the PC, TT is the time needed to transfer the data from one
module to the PC (333 µs +32 µs), and TS is the time needed for one module
to sample its data, which amounts to 308 µs + (0.65 µs ·Speed set t i ng ). The
Speed set t i ng is a factor known from section 3.4.5 that can be set by the user
to reduce the system speed.
How the overall system speed reacts to the amount of modules is shown in
Fig. 3.20. For e.g. using a large quadratic sensor area like a tactile table with
edge length 480 mm, composed of 6×6 modules accumulating to an overall
number of 9.216 tactels, this results in a frame-rate of approx. 75 Hz. It can
also be seen that the speed setting has only an effect on the speed when one
module is used, as N · TT gets larger as more modules are used.
In table 3.6 we have shown the impact of the speed setting on the sensor
output. The data was recorded from a single sensor cell at various speed and
pressure level combinations. The speed setting reduces the speed of the data
acquisition of the modules and slightly increases its sensitivity and accuracy.
As we use an aggressive timing during the data acquisition to maximize the
speed of the system, the tactile data output is slightly higher then it would be
with a relaxed timing.
The impact of the speed settings can be seen best by looking at the unloaded (0kpA) case. In the other cases the impact can be overshadowed by
other effects caused by the cover material such as hysteresis and change over
time. These effects will be evaluated in section 5.
The element in our calculations that is not fully deterministic however is
the USB transmission time. While in normal operation it was measured to be
32µs, this assumes that the Myrmex systems is the only streaming USB device
and the PC has enough CPU time to collect the USB data as fast as possible.
If multiple USB devices (e.g. external hard disks) are used and data is transferred the operating system may decide to treat the Myrmex video device with
a lower priority, or it simply has not enough time to read the data as fast as the
central could send it. The central unit does not throw away or buffer multiple
images.

Framerate [hz]
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Figure 3.20: Decline of frame rate with number of sensor modules. The frame
rate for a single module can also be influenced by the speed setting.

Table 3.6: The impact of the speed setting on sensitivity / accuracy. This table
shows the sensor output for different speed settings and pressure levels.
Speed setting
0
15
25
50
100
150
200
255

0kpA
40
25
15
8
0
0
0
0

50kpA
3663
3675
3681
3689
3693
3696
3704
3706

100kpA
3815
3820
3824
3827
3830
3833
3834
3836

150kpA
3929
3931
3934
3934
3936
3934
3939
3941

250kpA
3977
3979
3981
3982
3984
3985
3985
3987

500kpA
4025
4027
4027
4029
4030
4030
4030
4031
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3.5 Central Unit
The central unit is the device which connects the array of Myrmex modules to
the host PC. It acquires the sensor information from the modules and provides
a standardized interface to a common PC using a USB2.0 connection. The
central unit is an off the shelf evaluation board by Atmel, the NGW100 [91].
This board contains a 32 Bit MCU called the AP7000, which can run at up
to 150Mhz with 210 DMIPS. This MCU features an integrated USB2.0 highspeed controller. The NGW100 runs an implementation of the USB video protocol that was developed for the Myrmex precursor system. This protocol and
its adaption for the system will be briefly covered in this section, for a detailed
reference we refer to the description of the Myrmex prototype system in [9].
To communicate with the Myrmex modules the central unit also implements
the 12 Bit Myrmex bus protocol which was presented in section 3.4. A photo
of the central unit can be seen in 3.21.

I/O Ports

AP7000

Status LEDs
USB connector

Figure 3.21: The NGW100 board that is used as central unit. The AP7000 MCU
features an USB2.0 controller through which the central unit can communicate to a PC. The connection to the Myrmex bus is realized through its I/O
ports. A number of LEDs indicate the system status to the user.
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3.5.1 USB Video Protocol
In [9] we looked for methods to transport tactile data in a way that makes a
tactile sensor system compatible and easy to migrate. As the Myrmex system
provides a matrix of tactile sensor data an image/video format was seen as a
intuitive method to package the data.
For transferring a video stream / implementing a video device a range of
different methods are possible, like video over Ethernet, USB video or Firewire.
We have decided to use USB video as the format is widely supported by different operating systems, has a good documentation and a good hardware
platform was available with the NGW100 board (central unit).
The central unit implements an USB video device according to the UVC
(USB Video Class) 1.1 [136]. The implementation of this protocol has hardly
changed compared to the central unit which was presented in [9]. To maximize the performance the implementation is done without an underlying operating system like an embedded Linux. Here we will describe the basic operation of the central unit as it uses the USB connection to the PC.
After the central unit has discovered all modules with the procedure described in 3.4.4, it enables its USB transceiver subunit. If the central unit is
attached to a host PC, this leads to the USB enumeration of the central unit by
the operating system of the host PC. After a short exchange of standard identification and configuration data, the Myrmex system is identified as an UVC
device and the appropriate class driver is loaded by the PC operating system.
This driver then requests the configuration data specific to UVC devices.
Here a specialty of the Myrmex system comes into play: the video parameters
are dynamic as they depend on the amount of modules that are attached. The
number of pixels reported for the Myrmex video device matches the numbers
of tactels in the system. The amount of modules has been determined by the
central unit through the module discovery process shown in section 3.4.4.
Also the speed and compression configuration options for the Myrmex
modules (as known from section 3.4.5) are represented by the video device
interface that is created. As there is a limited amount of predefined configuration options offered by the UVC protocol, the brightness and contrast parameters were chosen to represent the speed and compression setting.
Because the Myrmex parameters of speed and compression can only be
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set during the configuration phase of the modules, the changing of them only
has an effect while the system has not switched the modules into full transmit
mode. This switch happens after the first USB video image is requested from
the Myrmex system.
The data format for the video stream is YUV2. It is a packed 16 Bit format and described in more detail in [137] and [9]. During data transmission
the tactile image consisting of 12 Bit values from the ADCs is packaged into
pixel values which are 16 Bit wide. As the upper 4 bits are not occupied by
the tactile data, they are used for the transmission of meta-data to the PC.
This meta-data is the routing information acquired from the discover phase
of the tactile modules. With this information, the PC software can rearrange
the pixel values of the tactile images to match the real world position of the
corresponding tactile sensor cells.

3.6 Summary
In this chapter we have presented the design and the implementation of our
Myrmex tactile sensor system. We have shown the overall system layout and
described the single components, starting with the Myrmex modules.We have
explained the design of the modules and the sensing principle.
Then we have discussed the granularity and measurement technique that is
used. The sensitivity of the tactile sensor cells was optimized by selecting appropriate components and developing an optimized electrode design. For
this we carried out experiments with various electrode designs and presented
the results. The results were so encouraging, that the tactile fingertip presented in [102] uses the same shape for its electrodes.
Next we have looked at the Myrmex bus, which we developed mainly to realize an auto configuration of the system. The protocol and operation of the
bus has also been optimized to realize a very high frame rate, up to 1900Hz.
We have provided detail information on how this is achieved, through parallelization of of tasks as far as possible and a low overhead communication
protocol.
We have shown that the interface to a PC is realized by the so called central
unit. A high degree of usability is achieved through the implementation of an
autoconfiguration algorithm which presents a ’ready to use’ system to the user
after powerup. This is complemented by using the USB video standard protocol, which can transport the data to PC even with various operating systems.

Chapter

4
Tactile book

4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present a novel tactile sensitive object, the tactile book. We
have seen that due to its modular design, the Myrmex system is capable of realizing functions such as a (big) tactile fingertip on a robot gripper, or a tactile
table surface for human machine interfaces.
For some scenarios, e.g. capturing the forces a human hand exerts while handling an object, it is however favorable to have a tactile sensor that can be
taken into the hand and lifted, shaken and rotated like a natural object. We
will show how this can be achieved by using the Myrmex system to create a
tactile sensitive object. Due to its rectangular shape it was called the tactile
book. We have listed its specifications in table 4.1.

In the following sections we will first look at the design considerations for
the tactile book. After this we will in the implementation section look at the
system layout and hardware design.
We will show how we modified the electronics of a Myrmex module to add a
cable free operating mode and motion sensing. We present a 3D printed case
for encapsulating the Myrmex modules and thus forming the tactile book.
We will also present the problems that had to be overcome to achieve a jitter
free data storage. Finally we will present our solution for a wireless synchronization for the tactile book with a fixed latency.
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Table 4.1: Tactile book specification
Tactels
Update rate
Spatial resolution
Data resolution
Pressure range
Interface
Sensing method

1024
680 Hz with cable / 175 Hz in cable less mode
5mm
12-Bit
3-300kpA
USB video / microSD card
Resistive

4.2 Design Considerations
The motivations that lead the design process for the tactile book were very
similar to those of the Myrmex tactile sensor system itself - creating a tactile
device that is very fast, sensitive, easy to use and versatile in its applications,
and now with the additional feature of being mobile. With a tactile sensor like
the Myrmex modules available, the tactile sensing capability of the book can
be realized by a combination of existing electronics and some modifications
to implement the additional mobile capabilities.
It should be possible to use the book in a cable free mode, as this gives the user
the most freedom for handling the book and makes it truly mobile. Additionally it should still be possible to attach the tactile book to a PC like a regular
Myrmex system with the same USB video connection as this provides compatibility for existing software. This operating mode provides some degrees of
freedom with a long cable and can also allow for high frame rates.
A review of the comparable tactile objects shown in section 2.2.4 and experience gained from the usage of the iObject [132] was used as an aid to design
the tactile book. The frame rate of the iObject lies at 0-250hz using its bluetooth connection, which is dependent on the distance to the receiver. This
poses a problem as often the distance between the PC and tactile object is
dynamic when the object is manipulated by a person during an experiment.
This leads to a reduced transmission rate and thus has a negative effect on
effective data analysis, as interesting movements can happen too fast to be
adequately recorded by the iObject. Even with a close and constant distance,
the frame rate can vary depending on electrical noise.
With this motivation we choose to implement an offline recording mode in
our tactile book, using a local storage medium integrated in the tactile book.
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This allows the recording of data at fixed and precise intervals. Additionally
we integrate acceleration sensors in the tactile book to provide information
about the overall movement as it is manipulated by the human hand, as these
sensors in the iObject have shown to be a useful source of additional information.
The final challenge was then to find a method to synchronize the cable
less recording of the tactile book with that of other modalities. The tactile
book was also planned to work as part of the Manual Intelligence Lab [138].
This laboratory for example contains VICON [139] and regular cameras and
data gloves for the tracking of body motions.
These online recording devices can be synchronized by the PC they are attached to, their recordings can be started and stopped at the same time. To
properly integrate the tactile book into this setup, a method had to be found
to synchronize the start and end of the tactile book recording as well.
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4.3 Implementation
4.3.1 System layout

Central Unit
Tactile Book

Myrmex Bus

Figure 4.1: Photo of the tactile book in operation. The tactile book can on one
side get connected to the central unit through a custom made cable. The central unit in turn can be connected to a PC via USB as known from the regular
Myrmex system.
A photo of the tactile book as attached to a central unit can be seen in Fig.
4.1. In this photo it uses the cable operation mode, where the data from the
tactile book is transmitted online to a PC via USB video.
The connection to the central unit is made via an elongated Myrmex bus cable. The tactile book consists of two pairs of Myrmex modules stacked onto
each other. The two bottom and top module pairs are connected with each
other through cables inside the book.
Technically the system layout is identical to a regular Myrmex system with
a 1x4 module array (see Fig. 4.2). However one of the modules was modified
to realize the optional cable-less operation mode. This so called master mod-
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Central unit

Sensor modules

Myrmex Bus
Master module
Figure 4.2: Connection layout of the tactile book. Four modules are connected
with each other through the Myrmex bus. The book can get attached to the
central unit to operate as a regular array of 4 modules. However one module
is a modified master module which optionally can take the role of the central
unit to allow for cable free operation.

ule can simulate the behavior of the central unit. It contains internal storage
capabilities to record the tactile data from the other modules and itself. Additionally it contains motion sensors which will be described in the following
section.

4.3.2 Sensors
The desired tactile sensing is realized by a 160x80mm tactile sensor area on
the top and bottom side of the book. This area is created by the usage of two
Myrmex tactile modules on each side. Due to the specifications of the modules (see section 3.3), the book has a 32x16 tactile sensor array on each side
with a spatial resolution of 5mm. A photo of the book and the Myrmex sensor
surface can be seen in Fig. 4.3.
The hardware of the Myrmex modules was unchanged apart from the master module. The master module is a regular Myrmex module where the bottom PCB, that is equipped with a MCU and responsible for the communication, has been strongly enhanced. This was done in order to realize the offline
data storage and to integrate additional sensors. The modified PCB can be
seen in Fig. 4.4. This master module has received a microSD card slot on
which the data can be stored, and in addition two new movement sensors
were added. One is a 3 axis accelerometer [140], which is capable to measuring up to +/- 3G and provides information about the lateral displacement.
The additional 3 axes gyroscope [141] provides information with a range of
±2000°/sec about the rotational movements.
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These sensors improves the motion capture facility even when the tactile book is being used without sophisticated external sensors. The MCU on
the master module was programmed to act as a slave in the presence of the
Myrmex central unit, so the book can be discovered and configured like a normal 1x4 Myrmex module array if it is attached by cable. But additionally it
was also programmed to act as a Myrmex bus master, and do the discovery
and configuration of the other modules in the tactile book in the cable-less
operating mode.
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Figure 4.3: Top: The Myrmex tactile book in cable free operation mode. Like
the other Myrmex modules, it needs to be covered with a conductive elastomer to allow the tactile sensing capability. In this case a black polyurethane
foam is used. Bottom: The top side of the tactile book without the elastomer.
One can see the sensor surface of two Myrmex modules. The tactile surface
is surrounded by adhesive magnetic strips attached to the edges of the book.
The foam cover is equipped with the same strips, which allows for an easy and
secure attachment of the foam to the book.
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IR
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Charging
Connector

Master Module

Figure 4.4: The master module was modified with various functions, and a
battery was added to allow the cable free operation. Top: Side view of the
connectors as seen from outside the case. Bottom: View on the open book
with the master module PCB.
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Figure 4.5: Explosion view of the tactile book. The center plate (gray) and
the two case parts (black) are made from ABS plastic using a 3D printer. As
described in section 3.3 the four sensor modules consist of two parts each.

4.3.3 Case
The case of the tactile book was designed to contain the electronics and allow
the attachment of the tactile sensor cover material (conductive elastomer) on
top of the sensor surface.
It has a size of 170x90x23mm, which is needed to fit the Myrmex modules
inside (see Fig. 4.5) and leaves a 5mm frame around the tactile area which is
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needed for the attachment of the conductive foam. The case consist of three
parts, one center piece on which the 2x2 Myrmex modules get clipped and the
upper and lower part of the enclosing case.
The upper and lower case parts are kept together by 22 Neodym magnets
sized 2x2mm which are integrated into each case part and spaced at regular
intervals. These allow the easy dis- and reassembly of the tactile book. The
inside of the case contains a rechargeable two cell LiPO battery which outputs
7.4V and has a capacity of 350 mAh, this enables the tactilebook to operate
approximately 30 minutes. On one side of the case there are openings for user
access to the microSD card, battery charge connector, on/off button, debug
connector and the IR transceiver (as shown in Fig. 4.4).

4.3.4 Data storage
The tactile book offers two data transmission methods: one is the traditional
method via a central unit and USB connection to the PC. For this purpose a
cable can be used for the Myrmex bus to connect one module of the tactile
book with the central unit. After power up, all 4 modules will be discovered as
previously described in section 3.1.
The second method is the cable free operating mode. Thereby the sensor
data from both the tactile and the motion sensors is stored locally in the tactile book on a removable microSD card. This allows a cable free operation and
a constant rate of data capture, which a transmission method like bluetooth
may not guarantee. This solves the problem of having a device with full degrees of free movement that can still record data with precise timing.
The data storage onto the microSD card was optimized by us to achieve the
highest frame rates possible. For this reason we do not use a file system to
store the tactile book data, but write directly to the SD card in RAW mode.
To store data onto a microSD card with minimal latencies however also
requires awareness of the operating structure of this storage medium. The
flash memory used in the microSD cards of today operates in a way that a
specific block of memory has to be erased first before it can be written. This
is normally done by a flash controller chip inside the microSD card, which
buffers the incoming data, erases the memory blocks and writes the data subsequently [142].
This behavior however can have an adverse effect on the latency if data
is written to the microSD card in a continuous stream, as the flash controller
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seems to operate in a ’burst mode’, in a way that it collects data in his buffer up
to a threshold, and then erases the needed memory blocks and does the writing in a single run. The negative effect we observed is that the flash controller
is unable to accept any new data until this erase and write cycle is finished.
From our observations the time needed for this process varies between several hundred milliseconds depending on the type of microSD card.
To circumvent this problem the tactile book uses a radical approach to
completely erase the whole microSD card prior the start of data recording,
and not leaving the write mode of the microSD card after the recording has
started. With this method the total time needed to record a frame of data is
approximately constant at 5.6ms, with a slight latency spike of ca. 11ms after 2048 frames have been written, which again seems to be attributable to a
buffer operation on side of the flash controller.
The time needed to record a frame can be broken down into ca. 1.1ms to
acquire the data from the movement sensors, 2ms to gather the tactile data
and ca. 2.5ms to write the data onto the microSD card (excluding the latency
spike).
One frame stored by the tactile book consists of 2048 bytes, which contain 1024*12 bit of tactile data plus 3*16 bit data from the XYZ gyroscope, 3*10
bit from the XYZ accelerometer and a 32 bit time stamp. We have found that
the alignment of the data into a multiple of 512 bytes was advantageous as it
causes the latency spike to occur in fixed intervals.

4.3.5 Configuration
As motivated we want to synchronize the start of the data recording in the
tactile book with external hardware such as additional motion tracker systems like VICON or Datagloves as used in our Manual Intelligence Lab (MILAB) [138]. For this a method was implemented to exchange small tokens
of data with very constant latency to communicate start time and duration
of the recording. Traditional wireless methods like bluetooth would not be
accurate enough, as such a wireless transmission would not have a constant
latency. The latency of a wireless transmission is hard to predict as it can be
influenced by environmental noise. A non constant latency would hinder the
proper synchronization of the data streams.
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Because of this we chose to use an optical transmission method to synchronize the tactile book with a host PC. The optical transmission method we
use is the IrDA [143] standard infrared communication. This transfer method
has only a limited bandwidth, but a constant latency if the sender and receiver are in a line of sight [144]. To realize the optical transmission we added
a TIR1000 infrared transceiver [145] to the master module.
For the configuration of the tactile book via IrDA a simple protocol was
developed, consisting of ASCII characters which identify the command and
binary data bytes as payload. The commands used by the host to configure
the tactile book are shown in appendix A in table A.3 and the answers of the
tactile book are shown in table A.4.
To remove the problems of possible data corruption that can occur during
transmission (the communication can get disturbed by other IR sources) a
CRC8 check-sum is attached to each command. There are two configuration
commands that are sent to the tactile book, the first one tells the tactile book
for how many seconds it should record data, and the second specifies a delay
until it should start to record. Each configuration step is acknowledged by the
tactile book.
Using this limited wireless interface the MILAB PC software, which is responsible for the synchronization of all devices in the MILAB, can instruct
the tactile book to record for a specified duration after a specified start delay.
When this delay has elapsed (the tactile book uses an highly accurate 8 Mhz
oscillator to track its time) the book starts recording the tactile and movement
data together with a time stamp onto the microSD card. After the experiment
the timestamps of the tactile book can be synchronized with the timestamps
of other MILAB devices by adding the constant delay caused by the IR transmissions and the starting delay as transmitted by the MILAB software.

4.4 Summary
In this chapter we have presented the tactile book, a tactile sensitive object
created from the Myrmex system. We motivated the design of the book, and
discussed the planning and implementation steps taken.
The resulting tactile book can be attached to the Myrmex central unit with
a cable, or used in a cable free recording mode. In both modes it provides very
high frames rates (680 Hz and 175 Hz) that allow the capture of fast changes in
human finger forces and contact positions. In the cable free mode it offers full
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free degrees of movement, working with a battery and saving the tactile data
onto a microSD card. We have optimized the data storage for low latency and
achieve a very constant frame rate - something which would not be possible
with wireless communication as the signals could easily get disturbed.
Apart from its tactile sensing capabilities the tactile book features motion sensors to enrich the tactile view on the human interaction, a 3 axis accelerometer provides data about the acceleration of the tactile book and a 3
axis gyroscope provides data about the rotational movements. We have also
designed and implemented a low latency synchronization and configuration
protocol, which allows for integrating of the tactile book into complex human
motion research setups.

Chapter

5
Evaluation of sensor response

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we investigate the properties of the tactile sensor cells in relation to physical stimulation.
As described previously, the sensor is based on the single sided piezoresistive
architecture as introduced in section 2.2. With this method the resistance between a sensor electrode and the common ground electrode is measured.
This resistance changes with the compression of the cover material. It is measured through a voltage divider, which converts the resistance into a voltage.
This voltage is sampled by a 12 Bit ADC on the Myrmex module to acquire a
digital value.
The electrical properties of the sensor circuit itself can be described by the behavior of the voltage divider. The output of the voltage divider circuit can be
calculated as already done in section 3.3.1 for selecting an appropriate fixed
resistor using formula 3.1.
The relationship between the resistance of the cover material (R 2 ) and the
sensor output voltage Uout using the same parameters as in the Myrmex modules (Ui n = 5V , R 1 = 470kOhm) and formula 3.1 is depicted in figure 5.1.
However the other important factor that determines the sensor respone
is the behavior of the elastomer that is used as cover material. To investigate
this, we tested the sensor response of a Myrmex module with three different
elastomers that we will present in the next section. We not only investigated
the output of the sensor to force/pressure, but also how stable and repeatable
this output is over time and location.
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Figure 5.1: Output of the voltage divider circuit in relation to cover material
resistance.
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5.1.1 Sensor Materials
The sensor cells of the system were designed to provide a high sensitivity output when using an open cell polyurethane (PU) foam, the initial experiments
and results for this were shown in section 3.3.4.
Additionally we tested two more materials: a conductive foam made by Weiss
Robotics [146] and a conductive fabric by Eeonyx called EeonTex [147]. All
three materials are depicted in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Materials that were tested as cover material for the sensor, from
top to bottom: Polyurethane foam, Weiss foam and EeonTex fabric. The PU
foam has open cells that have about double the size of the ones in the Weiss
foam. The EeonTex fabric is tightly woven. A pen is shown for size reference.
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5.1.2 Measurement setup
To test the materials, a measurement rig was available which was improved
compared to the one used in section 3.3.4 by having a more accurate and
faster measurement of force.
The measurement setup is depicted in figure 5.3. It consists of a 3 DOF positioning unit, which is controlled by PC using a National Instruments (NI) card.
At the end effector an industrial strain-gauge sensor is mounted. The straingauge can be read out by the PC using the NI card.
Attached to this strain-gauge is a spring damped rod, which can be equipped
with different probes. When the probe is pressed on a surface, the applied
force can be measured by the strain-gauge.

Figure 5.3: A photo of the measurement setup. The probe head (white) is driving into the foam cover (black) of an array of 3x3 Myrmex modules.
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5.2 Properties of the sensor
5.2.1 Type of sensing
The first property we want to investigate is if the materials / the sensor form
a force or a pressure dependent sensor. For this we use a constant force and
change the area that is used to apply this force.
If the sensor output does not change while the area changes, it is a force sensor, otherwise it is a pressure sensor.
The result of this test can be seen in figure 5.4. For all materials, the change
in area produces a change in sensor output, so the sensor is reacting to the
pressure.
4000

2mm
5mm
11mm

Sensor output [raw]

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

EeonTex

Weiss

Polyurethane

Figure 5.4: Sensor output for a single cell. The three different cover materials
were tested with three different probe sizes and a constant force of 1N.
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5.2.2 Pressure deflection
The foams and rubbers that are used as cover materials for piezoresistive sensors (see section 2.2) are elastic. This has the side-effect that the pressure exerted by the measuring probe is not fully transferred in normal direction but
also partially deflected in other directions.
This is illustrated by figure 5.5, where a 2mm diameter probe was positioned above the center of a sensor cell and pressed with a pressure of 80kPa
into the PU foam.
The resulting tactile image shows that not only the cell directly beneath the
probe was activated, but also surrounding cells due to the bending of the
foam.

Figure 5.5: Sensor cell activation for a 2mm tip (red) pressed with 80kPa. The
16x16 matrix corresponds to the sensor cells of a single module. The sensor
output is shown from white (no output) to black (maximum output)

To examine the influence of this effect on all materials, a test was done
with the 2mm probe and the three materials. The results for different pressure levels is shown in table 5.1.
One can see that even when using a probe that is considerably smaller
then a sensor cell (2mm probe tip vs. 5mm sensor cell) that nearby sensor
cells get activated.
An interesting result is also that the foam materials show a considerable pres-
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Table 5.1: Sensor cell activation for a 2mm probe. Shown is the number of
sensor cells that are activated when pressing the probe on the sensor material
with the given pressure.
Pressure [kPa]

80

160

320

480

640

Polyurethane foam
Weiss foam
EeonTex fabric

9
6
1

13
7
1

14
8
1

15
9
1

16
9
1

sure deflection, while the fabric does not. As the fabric is by itself elastic (it
can be stretched up to 100% [148]) we attribute this to the small thickness of
the fabric.

5.2.3 Sensor output
The most defining characteristic for a tactile sensor is the basic relationship
between force/pressure and the corresponding sensor output.
To evaluate this, we probed 256 tactels of a module with a 5mm probe and
recorded the output of the tactel directly below the probe. Each tactel was
probed 10 times. We then averaged the output from the tactels of all trials.
The resulting curves for the different materials are shown in Fig. 5.6.
We see that all materials show an exponential behavior, similar to the output of the voltage divider when assuming a linear increase in resistivity (Fig.
5.1).
All materials show a high sensitivy to low pressure, there is a rapid increase in
sensor output until about 100kPa, then the output continues to grow but at a
much slower rate.
We can see that the Weiss foam gives the strongest output for high pressure,
followed by the EeonTex fabric and the polyurethane foam.
To investigate the initial material response, we take a more detailed look at the
region between 0 and 100 kPa in Fig. 5.7.
In this figure we see that the materials show variations in response to low
pressure. The Weiss foam has the lowest initial sensitivity, but then exhibits
the steepest slope and reaches the highest output. The EeonTex fabric has
the fastest initial response. The polyurethane foam has the second fastest response, and then the lowest output of the three materials at higher pressure
levels.
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Figure 5.6: Sensor response to pressure in the range of 0 to 500 kpA.
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Figure 5.7: Sensor response for pressure in the range of 0 to 100 kpA.
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5.2.4 Spatial homogeneity
An interesting observation that was made during the experiments is that there
is quite a large deviation between the output of sensor cells.
Figure 5.8 shows a comparison of the sensor output of the tactels from a Myrmex
module. Thereby the same pressure acts on all sensor cells. We assume that
the differences in tactel output are the result of inhomogenity in the elastomers.

Polyurethane foam

Weiss foam

EeonTex fabric

Figure 5.8: Sensor output of a Myrmex module with 16x16 tactels for the three
materials. The same input pressure was used, the outputs have a different
brightness because the materials have a different sensitivity. What is visible
for all materials is that the individual sensor cells also have different sensitivities.
In figure 5.9 we show the standard deviation of the sensors cells that were
probed for the previous figure 5.6. We see that the deviation is different between materials, and also that is varies with applied pressure. The deviation
seems to highest when the pressure to output curve of a material has its steepest slope.
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5.2.5 Temporal homogeneity
Another interesting property is the behavior of the sensor over time. As the
materials are elastic, it is possible be that they continue to deform when pressure is applied over a longer time-period, and this would influence the sensor
output.
For this we conducted an experiment where we used a cylindrical steel rod
with 6mm diameter and a weight of 70g as probe.
The rod was placed over a sensor cell and stabilized in the horizontal.
In the vertical plane however it was free and thus able to sink into the material.
We recorded the sensor output over a time-span of 40 minutes. The results are
shown in figure 5.10.
It can be seen that the foams exhibit a larger drift over time then the fabric.
The polyurethane foam shows the the largest increase of the sensor value with
about 5% during the time-span, and is still rising after this.
The fastest increase for the foams occurs during the first two minutes. There
the Weiss foam shows a fast increase of about 2%. After this, it shows slight
growth. The EeonTex fabric remains relatively stable.
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Figure 5.9: Standard deviation of the sensor response to increasing pressure.
The data was generated from the same experiment as Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.10: Sensor output for the three materials over a time-span of 40 minutes.

5.2.6 Repeatability
Another important aspect of the sensor is the repeatability: when applying
pressure to one sensor cell over and over again, does it experience hysteresis?
This was tested by probing a sensor cell with a 5mm probe for 100 times,
with a constant pressure of 25kPa. After this we left the material untouched
for 24hrs and then did another run of 100 times pressing the probe into the
material. Our motivation was that the materials may experience some deformation in the process and their form could recover when given enough time
to rest. The results of the experiment are depicted in figure 5.11.
We interpret the results in a way that the only material that shows a recovery of material structure / sensor output is the foam by Weiss robotics. The
Weiss foam shows a change in output over all trials, but mostly during the
first 15 trials.
After given 24hrs rest, the starting output value of the second phase of the experiment and the following change in output is similar to the first phase. The
polyurethane foam shows a strong change during the first 15 trials smiliar to
the Weiss foam, but after that a clear trend in change of output can not be
determined. The EeonTex fabric does not show much change at all.
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Figure 5.11: Sensor output for 200 trials of probing the same location with the
same pressure, with a 24hr rest after the first 100 trials.

5.3 Continuous autoequilibration
In the previous sections we have seen that the sensor response suffers from
inhomogeneity, especially in the spatial domain.
In addition to this the output of a sensor cell can change during usage,
as with some materials the sensor exhibits hysteresis. As we have seen in our
repeatability tests, this change can be permanent due to wear of the cover material.
From this also follows that when the usage is concentrated to one area
of the sensor, the spatial inhomogeneity across the whole sensor matrix will
increase further. Repeated recalibration of each sensor cell can counter this,
but is time-consuming and to a certain degree even counter-productive as the
multiple probing of the tactels leads to more wear and hysteresis.
However in many applications an exact calibration to output a pressure
value in physical units is not required. For applications that e.g. use vision
algorithms for object detection or investigate the relative distribution of pressure, uniformity of the sensor output is more important.
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Achieving a uniform sensor output is not a novel problem and a method
to achieve this is called equilibration which is employed by the Tekscan company for its piezoresistive sensor arrays [149].
The equilibration as done by Tekscan is a process that creates a mapping
between the output values of the tactels and an ideal value [150]. The ideal
value for a certain pressure is chosen to be the averaged sensor output of all
tactels that experience this pressure. The mapping is done by using factors
that are stored for each sensor cell and pressure level. So when a uniform
pressure is applied onto a sensor matrix, all sensors will show uniform output
after being multiplied with their equilibration factors [151].
This mapping is realized in software. As the sensor response is nonlinear,
there are multiple measurements of actual pressure and average sensor value
used as reference points. The factors for the sensor values between the reference points are interpolated. The measurements for the reference points are
obtained by using a special equilibration unit that is placed on the sensor array. This equilibration unit is a pneumatic or hydraulic device that applies a
uniform pressure on the surface [152].
One drawback of this method is however that the equilibration process
requires manual effort and a ’downtime’ of the sensor. And as the sensor continues to be used, the equilibration effect will be reduced due to nonuniform
usage of the sensor matrix, so this process has to be repeated sooner or later.
This is disadvantageous when a long continuous operation of the sensor surface is required, or the sensor is embedded into a robot system and needs to
be removed in order to use the equilibration device. Also curved sensor surfaces as found in tactile fingertips or robot skins would likely require a specially adapted equilibration unit.
From this motivation we propose a method for the continuous autoequilibration of sensor arrays. This method works without a special equilibration
device or a sensor downtime. We argue that during usage, there are occasionally areas on the sensor matrix were homogeneous pressure exists and these
can be used to update the sensor equilibration factors.
In our method, we strive to find these these homogenous areas by statistical analysis of the sensor data. As we have seen in the evaluations of section
5, the sensor array shows a spatial inhomogeneity, which leads to a gaussian
distribution of the sensor values that experience the same pressure. In Fig.
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Figure 5.12: Top: Sensorimage for a module under uniform load. Bottom: A
histogram of the sensor data, the sensor values have been grouped into 256
bins.

5.12 one can see the distribution for a Myrmex sensor module under uniform
pressure. On the other side, if the pressure on the sensor matrix is nonhomogenous, the distribution is different. In Fig. 5.13 we can see the distribution when a pressure gradient is applied.
We use the sensor value distribution as a homogeneity criterion to detect
a region that has a uniform load. We get the ground truth data from the ini-
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Figure 5.13: Top: Sensorimage for a module under a non uniform (tilted) load.
Bottom: A histogram of the sensor data, the sensor values have been grouped
into 256 bins.

tial calibration data of a sensor module, where we can calculate the mean and
standard deviation for uniform loads at different pressure levels.
The algorithm for our autoequilibration continually scans the sensor matrix for regions that fulfill our homogeneity criteria. It does so by sliding a 4x4
window over the tactile data matrix and calculating the mean and standard
deviation of the window. If the region has been found to be homogenous, a
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Figure 5.14: Measurement points of eight tactels that were collected during
autoequilibration. As it can be seen, the sensor cell outputs are quite different.
The diagonal line shows the theoretical ideal response, were each individual
tactel output is equal to the mean of all tactels.

measurement point is created and stored for each tactel separately. The measurement point consists of the current sensor value of the tactel along with
the mean of the region.
If enough measurement points for a tactel have been collected, we fit a linear function through the measurement points. The resulting parameters are
used in our linear conversion function. This conversion function can then be
used to output the tactel value in a equalized form - calibrated relatively to the
rest of the tactels. This produces a much more uniform sensor output.
In Fig. 5.14 we can see the measurement points for 8 tactels recorded during autoequilibration. In Fig. 5.15 we see the measurement points after being
processed with their respective conversion functions. One can see that the
sensor output is more homogenous between the tactels. This effect is even
visible in the graphical sensor output as shown in Fig. 5.16.
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Figure 5.15: The measurement points of the eight tactels that were shown in
Fig. 5.14 have now been processed with the conversion function. As it can be
seen, the sensor cell outputs are much more homogenous and closer to the
ideal line.

Figure 5.16: Sensorimages for uniform and gradient pressure shown with unprocessed (left) and converted/equilibrated output (right).
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter we have investigated the sensor response in relation to physical stimulation. For this we tested three different cover materials. We have
found that a proper calibration of the sensor is made difficult by the deflection
of pressure inside the materials. Even when only one sensor cell is targeted,
nearby cells get also activated as the elastomer deforms and a part of the pressure is deflected.
Nevertheless the sensor output in relation to increasing pressure shows a
hyperbolic characteristic, a very steep increase on low pressure and a more
flat response in higher pressure regions. This was found to be the case for all
materials, although they all show slightly different response curves and working ranges. This is positive as we targeted a high sensitivity to low forces from
the start and also optimized the sensor cell shape to increase the sensitivity.
We have found that the sensor shows quite a bit of spatial inhomogeneity, this means that sensor cells under the same pressure give different output
values depending on their location. The reason for this is the surface structure and carbon distribution inside the cover materials. These two properties
are inhomogeneous in the materials which is reflected in the corresponding
inhomogeneous sensor output.
As a next step we have investigated the temporal homogeneity and repeatability. All materials are to some degree subject to changes over time or
from wear. Because of this we have proposed an method for autoequilibration, which allows to provide a more consistent output of the sensor cells. This
method extends the conventional equilibration method. It does so by statistical analysis of the sensor data. As this can happen continuously, a down time
of the sensor and the attachment of special equilibration units is not needed
anymore.

Chapter

6
Applications

6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will present a range of applications that have been realized with the Myrmex system. Through this we will not only demonstrate the
versatility, as the applications are quite different, but also the usability of the
system: some of these applications have been realized by people who are not
developers of the system.
Because of this we have divided the applications into two groups: the first
one presents the applications that were realized by the author himself, the
second shows applications realized by external users.
Both application groups cover multiple of the tactile sensor scenarios that
we introduced in section 2.2. Figure 6.1 shows an overview of what scenarios have been realized with the Myrmex system. The applications include the
scenarios outlined in the motivation, the tactile table surface, the tactile object for human grasping research and the tactile gripper for slip detection.
The first application will show how data for the study of manual interactions can be gathered by using a tactile object made out of Myrmex modules
- the tactile book. We will present an experiment done with 15 people that
investigates grasping behavior when lifting an object.
We will then introduce the concept of a tactile table, a tactile surface formed
by multiple Myrmex modules. Due to the modularity of the system, a wide
range of different sized tables can be created. We will show how one can use
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image processing algorithms on the tactile data to determine the rotation of
cups. This method together with a tactile table might be a feature that could
be found in intelligent kitchens of the future.
The tactile table can be also be used as an input device for virtual reality scenarios. We will show how such a tactile surface could be used to help
handicapped people to retrain some of their finger motor skills. For this we
will present a range of training scenarios that couple the tactile data with a 3D
scene. We will also show how a tactile sensitive surface made out of Myrmex
modules can be used to develop better control algorithms for prostheses.
Using industrial robot arms, the Myrmex modules can be used as endeffectors to grasp objects. For this scenario we will first show a slip detection
algorithm with subsequent grasp force adaption. This application was made
possible by the very high speed of the Myrmex system.
Employing Myrmex modules as end-effectors also allows the realization
of new control methods that are driven by tactile data. For this we present a
tactile servoing framework which allows robot systems to track or search for
surface features. This framework will be used to track an unknown cable and
keep steady tactile contact, such a skill enables the autonomous exploration
of objects by intelligent systems. This application was made possible through
the good spatial resolution and high sensitivity of the Myrmex system.

Artifical tactile sensing

Robot applications

Grippers

Fingertips

Human-machine interaction

General purpose

Slip detection

Input devices

Modular systems

Tactile objects

Study of manual
interactions

Tactile gloves

Figure 6.1: A modification of Fig. 6.1 that was shown in 2.2. Here we have
highlighted the applications that will be presented in this section.
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6.2 Applications by the author
6.2.1 Haptic action capture of a Pick and Place task
Multifinger hands for robots come in a variety of implementations, most have
a range of three to five fingers. Prominent examples are the 3 finger SDH
hand from Schunk [153], the 4 finger DLR hand and 5 finger hands like the
Shadow (Fig. 6.2), the Gifu hand [154] Robonauts hand [155] and the BarrettHand [156].

Figure 6.2: Left: The Schunk SDH hand with three fingers is a robust hand that
is also used in industrial applications. Right: The anthropomorphic Shadow
hand with five fingers has a dexterity that is comparable to humans. [103]

Many of these hands have tactile sensors in their fingertips and can achieve
a dexterity similar to that of humans. This allows for a large possible number
of finger position configurations when handling objects. From this of course
follows the problem of how to select a posture for an action. One way to do
so is to look at the configurations humans use for grasping or manipulating
objects.
The range of human grasps has already been already been analyzed and organized in a taxonomy [157]. Based on such prototypes, finger configurations
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Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Step 1

Step 2

Figure 6.3: Description of the two experiments. The first step in both experiments was to grasp the book on the table. The next step was to just lift the
book straight into the air for experiment one, while in experiment two the
book had to be laid down onto a shelf in a marked position.

for robot hands can be derived, and parameterized for objects properties like
size as was done in [158].
However the taxonomy of human hand postures does not take into account the actual force exerted by each finger. To acquire this information
from humans, tactile gloves can be used, but these necessarily interfere with
the contact of skin and object and thus change the sensory feedback during
manipulation, in addition they do not allow for a monitoring of all contacts
e.g. the sides of the fingers. To overcome this, objects can be used which are
covered with tactile sensors. Our tactile book, presented in detail in section
4 offers the possibility for a haptic action capture during natural object handling.
We demonstrate the capabilities of the tactile book here with two experiments involving a pick-and-place task. Both experiments consist of a repetition of five identical, successive trials.
In each trial, the tactile book initially is in the same position (see Fig. 6.3, top
row) in front of the subject. The task for the subject in experiment 1 (Fig. 6.3,
left) was to pick up the book with his preferred hand and lift it up to a speci-
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fied height of 30cm, and then return it to its original place as marked on the
table. In experiment 2 (Fig. 6.3, right), the subject has to pick up the book,
lift it to the 30cm height and then, instead of returning the book to its original
position, the book is to be deposited onto an elevated shelf (arranged within
direct reach, see Fig. 6.3, right). Here, depositing the book requires a rotation
of the object by 90° about its longer axis.
With these experiments we try to get an additional view on what is called
the "end state comfort” effect [159]. This is the anticipation of the planned
outcome ("end state"’) of a grasp, where one chooses a hand posture that
makes the end-state "comfortable”. This however may require that the initial
grasp posture is uncomfortable (as in picking up a glass that is placed upside
down on a table).
In an experiment that confronted children from preschool and kindergarten (<6 years old) with this task only 11 of 40 [160] exhibited the end-state
comfort effect. In a more detailed study, with a slightly different task, a clear
correlation between age and task performance was found : 57% of 5 year olds
used an end-state comforting grasp, compared to 45% of the 4-year-olds and
18% of the 3-year-olds [161].
For adult humans the presence of the end-state effect has been widely
documented [162–164]. The end-state comfort effect is also present in primates, as has been shown in a study with tamarin monkeys [165]. Even lemurs,
which are the evolutionary most distant primate relatives of humans, exhibit
the end state comfort effect in grasp planning. From this follow that this planning ability has evolved at least 65 million years ago [166].
For the reasons as to why the end state comfort is so of such importance,
the precision hypothesis is very popular. This hypothesis says that a positioning movement at or near the middle of the range of motion is easier to execute
that at or near the extremes [163].
The consequence is that precision increases while the subjects hand is in a
comfortable posture and movements can be made more quickly [167]. For
humans it has been shown that the end state comfort can also be influenced
by a social component: when handing a tool to another person we present it
in such a way that their beginning state is comfortable [168].
Our experiments were done with 15 subjects in the age of 24 to 34 years.
The subjects included two females and two left handers. Each subject did five
trials of experiment one and after that five trials of experiment two. The exper-
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iments were also recorded on video to enable a better labeling of the fingers in
the tactile data. During the task the tactile book recorded data from all tactile
sensor cells and the internal acceleration sensors.
We will now look at how we processed the tactile data to extract information of the finger postures.

Data processing

Figure 6.4: Example of the tactile image recorded by the tactile book (both
sides combined) with all five fingers visible. They were manually labled with
different colors: Red for the first finger, green for the ring finger, blue for the
middle finger, purple for the small finger and orange for the thumb.
The tactile data is recorded as a sequence of frames with a spatial resolution of 64x16 tactels and a value range of 0-4095 for each tactel. Figure
6.4 shows an example of the tactile data recorded with the book. The tactile data is recorded every 5.6ms together with the acceleration data from the
accelerometer and gyroscope in the tactile book. From the resulting spatiotemporal pressure profiles we aim to extract detailed information about both
the geometry and the force parameters of the manual action sequences. As
a consequence, we can compare the different force levels which each finger
uses during the experiments.
Extraction of geometry parameters. We first removed sensor noise by thresholding all tactel responses. After that the finger shapes were manually labeled
by associating each tactel with a specific finger ID, or as background. The digital video data recorded during each experiment was used to aid this process.
The shape of a finger contains all tactels that are activated (above the noise
threshold) during a trial. By measuring the outlines of the finger shapes it was
possible to determine the overall rotation of the fingers as compared to the
book.
Extraction of pressure/force parameters. Due to the sensor characteristics,
the response value [0..4095] of a tactel cannot be taken as a simple linear mea-
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sure of the net normal force applied at the tactel. As outlined in Sec. 4.3.2 the
response value of a tactel is directly correlated with the part of the conductive
elastomer used as sensor cover on the tactel. This normally requires a time
consuming calibration process for each tactel together with the specific piece
of elastomer. For this experiment we were not interested in the absolute forces
exerted by the fingers, but in the relative change of forces that each finger undergoes during the experiment. As the fingers did not change their location
on the book during a single trial, the relative change during each trial can be
calculated by summing up the tactel values associated with each finger and
normalizing it by dividing through the maximum value observed in a trial.

Results

Rotation of 0°

Rotation of 90°

Rotation of 45°

Rotation of 45°
and Lateral Displacement

Figure 6.5: Examples for our notation of different rotations and (here positive)
lateral displacement of the fingers. The rotation and lateral displacement is
measured relative to the center of the book.
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After data processing we obtained the geometry parameters and could assign pressure profiles for the five fingers during the task. We found that the
experiments provide interesting insights about different aspects of the employed grasping strategies.
A first aspect is the impact of the anticipated task on the relative positioning of the fingers with respect to the object. To analyze this influence we evaluated both hand orientation, as the angle between hand axis and the longer
side of the book, and the lateral displacement of the hand (see Fig. 6.5). The
lateral displacement was calculated by using the position of the ring-finger,
which was the best visible finger in the data, as reference position.
The hand orientation between experiments 1 and 2 is shown in Fig. 6.6.
Despite significant variation in the individual orientations there is a clear tendency towards a stricter alignment of the hand axis with the direction of the
longest extension of the book for the second experiment.
This is in line with the expectation that such an alignment facilitates the required rotation of the tactile book about this axis for this task. We also see
wider range of orientations between subjects in experiment 2, together with a
much higher coefficient of variation.
A second systematic trend is a more pronounced lateral displacement (Fig.
6.7), negative values in some trials indicate a ring finger placement towards
the opposite side of the tactile book center. This is also in line with the expectation to better avoid contact between the fingers and the shelf when depositing the book.
We interpret the difference in the variations in the following way: For experiment 1 the favored grasp orientation was taken from the start, and similar
for all subjects. What was adjusted during the course of the trials was the hand
position, which shows a great variance between the trials and subjects.
In experiment 2, there was more testing of the most comfortable orientation, and apparently the most comfortable angle was different for the subjects. However the position of the hand thereby remained more consistent.
The variety in the lateral displacement has been also found in a different
grasping experiment using the Myrmex system. This has been done by external authors in [169]. Thereby a tactile object ("TACO") is created similar to
the tactile book by using 4 Myrmex modules in a 3D printed case. The TACO
is used to investigate human grasping under force perpetuation. Because of
this it is attached to a Phantom force feedback device.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the absolute finger rotation for the 15 subjects and
both experiments.

Figure 6.7: Comparison of the absolute lateral displacement for the 15 subjects and both experiments.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the time needed to complete the experiments for
the 15 subjects and both experiments.

As a next step we can look at the temporal dimension of our pick-andplace experiments. We can extract how long each person took for a trial using
only the tactile data. For this we register the start of the trial through the activation of multiple tactels above a certain threshold. For the end time, we look
for the tactile activation to fall below the minimum.
The mean times and the coefficient of variation for each subject is depicted
in Fig. 6.8. A general trend for all subjects is that experiment 2 was faster
then experiment 1. Also the relative speed of the subjects seems to be mostly
consistent between both experiments. A person that took a longer time in experiment 1, also took a relative longer time in experiment 2.
The next point that we look at are the relative finger forces. As already
stated we calculate the relative force for each finger during each trial by summing up the tactel values associated with this finger and normalizing it by
dividing through the maximum value observed in a trial. Figure 6.9 shows the
temporal profile of grip strength for three subjects during experiment 1.
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In the graphs we can see three different grasp strategies. Type “A”, which
exhibits a rapid rising curve, then stays constants and then rapidly decays.
The type “C” is also rapidly rising and then starts decay for the rest of the time.
The type “S” exhibits a rapid overshooting and then stabilizes.
While further profiles would be conceivable, it was a remarkable finding that
all 15 subjects adopted a grasp strength profile that could be well characterized by one the depicted three types “A”,“C” and “S”.
To further investigate these profiles, we take advantage of the acceleration
data that was stored along with the tactile data.
It can be found that type “A” corresponds to a rather constant velocity for lifting and return, type “S” was accompanied by rapid lifting, a pause and a slow
return, while “C” appeared similar to “A”. The acceleration together with the
force data is depicted in figure 6.10. The results show that the grasp force
of the participants is matched to the object accelerations in order to ensure
proper control through their grip. For the second experiment, the anticipated
task, the same behavior is apparent.
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Figure 6.9: Force curves of three subjects with the normalized force given for each finger. The subject’s curves are prototypical for the force profiles (therefore denoted by the letters “A”,“C”, “S” of these subjects in the text). The cyan curve
(thumb) is equivalent to the relative total grip force applied onto the book.

Figure 6.10: The grasp force data (red) together with the acceleration data (green) for each prototype subject.
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6.2.2 A tactile table for an intelligent household
In this section we will show the usage of the Myrmex system as a tactile table / input device. This tactile table could be a part of an intelligent room or
household with robotic devices.
The human home has gone through a constant improvement in terms of
living quality, mainly due to electrification and automation. If we think of disabling our dishwasher, refrigerator or microwave for even a day - we suddenly
become aware of their convenience factor. The current state of technology
indicates that these are not the last improvements to our living space.
Visions of a future with highly automated and smart homes have been
around for a long time. Key ideas have been formulated more than 75 years
ago in a Popular Mechanics article [170] where the interconnection and the
remote control of household machines is envisioned. After the appearance of
computers systems they were integrated into this vision. In 1957 Frigidaire
(a part of General Motors) presented the design study ’Kitchen of the Future’ [171] which includes a IBM computer which processes recipes given in
by punch cards. A 1969 Japanese vision of a future kitchen then also includes a
mobile robot (Fig. 6.11), which serves food as well as doing the cleanup tasks.

Figure 6.11: Left: The 1939 issue of the popular mechanics magazine envisioned advanced and intelligent home electronics. Right: A 1969 Japanese
vision of a (very multitasking) kitchen assistance robot extends this. Image
sources: [172, 173]
Some of these futuristic concepts have been realized with the technology
available today in prototype environments, such as the Microsoft Home [174]
which allows to control appliances via a smart phone and features a voice controlled home computer - which is even informed about the watering level of
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plants. Today a whole research field called Ambient Intelligence is devoted
to develop applications and stepping stones for the intelligent and all-round
comfortable home. These intelligent environments are made be aware of people’s needs, while being discret and unobtrusive [175, 176].

Estimation of Object Pose
In respect to such an intelligent environment scenario, we investigate the use
of a tactile table composed from multiple Myrmex tactile modules. This is presented in detail in [177].
The tactile table could be used as a surface on which humans interact, as integrated into a normal living room or kitchen table. We investigate if it is possible to determine the rotation of a cup placed on the tactile table by only using
the tactile data - without any markers or visual feedback.
Such a method could enable a smart environment to determine that there are
cups on the table (and likely persons using them). As the cups must be rotated in a certain way to be accessible it can give a clue how the people are
seated. Additional information could be drawn from the size (type of cup) or
strength (cup filled or empty) of the tactile contact. It might also be possible
to discriminate different individuals by the way they rotate their cup.
To implement the cup rotation estimation algorithm, we used a single
Myrmex sensor module and range of different cups, as depicted in figure 6.12.

Figure 6.12: Photographs of the three cup types used to predict the handle
orientation. The lower right image shows the tactile feedback obtained from
cup B. The red dot indicates the orientation of the handle.
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Table 6.1: Prediction results for the handle orientation of different cups
Cup A
Cup B
Cup C

diameter
7cm
8cm
6cm

weight
265g
342g
520g

prediction error
16.8°
13.5°
10.2°

std. deviation
5.0°
5.4°
4.5°

Each cup produces a circular response pattern which is visible on the tactile image and can be processed using algorithms known from computer vision. For this we use a hough circle transformation [178] to detect the center
and size of the circle. For the sensitive table scenario, this would give the intelligent environment the information where the cup is spatially located and
also an estimate of the cups size from the diameter of the circle.
To determine the cups orientation, we use the fact that there is a slight
weight gradient caused by the handle of the cup. This leads to a slightly stronger
tactile response in the area where the handle is located.
To use this information, we take all tactels that are inside the detected circle
and calculate the center of gravity. From the position of this center compared
to the middle-point of the circle we then know the orientation of the handle,
as the gravity center is ’pulled’ outwards by the extra weight of the handle. The
distance between this points can be used as a confidence measure.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, for each cup the prediction error was averaged from five measurements obtained at eight orientations equally distributed around a circle. The results are shown in Table 6.1.
The heaviest cup gives the best prediction results due to a better signal-tonoise ratio.
An extension of this application could also include other objects, such as a
fork or a spoon placed along a dish and this could lead to a combined robot
hand - dinner scenario as shown in figure 6.13. This scenario also nicely demonstrates the advantage of the systems modularity to scale its physical dimensions. It is easy to create a bigger surface for more objects by connecting more
modules together. And the systems auto configuration and USB parameter
transmission allows the detection software to function without user adjustments - it just gets a larger image as input.
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Figure 6.13: The tactile table could be integrated into a human-robot scenario,
where a robot hand can assist the human and grasp or fill the cup. The sensorimage from the tactile table is shown in the upper left. The cup is recognized and its orientation calculated (red). The plate is too large to be registered as a cup (green). The fork on the left produces, due to its bended shape,
two contacts at its top and bottom.
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6.2.3 Manipulation of virtual clay
In the previous section we have seen how a sensitive surface composed from
multiple Myrmex modules could be used as a helpful input device in an intelligent household. However this is not where the possibilities for a sensitive
surface end. We think that combining such tactile sensors with virtual reality
(VR) could be helpful in rehabilitation of patients with neurological damage.
Virtual reality is already used as a training tool in areas where the real training is dangerous or expensive [179]. Famous example are flight simulators for
pilot training or for surgeons [180, 181]. Maybe less famous, but still prominent is the use of virtual reality to treat patients to overcome fears. This has be
done successfully for patients with arachnophobia (fear of spiders) [182] and
acrophobia (fear of heights) [183].

Figure 6.14: Left: A typical VR setup includes VR goggles to present a 3D
scene and Datagloves to manipulate it. Right: Such a scenario can also be
augmented by using force feedback devices like the Haption Virtuose 6DOF.
Images sources: [184, 185]

But virtual reality therapy can also be helpful for the recovery of patients
with neurological damage (neurorehabilitation). Victims of a stroke can often
regain a considerable amount of motor skills with effective training such as
constraint-induced movement therapy [186].
Also for patients who have received incomplete damage to the spinal cord it
is possible to regain motor skills through training [187]. And the training of
movements in virtual environments helps to reorganize neural connections
involved in motor skills [188].
Virtual reality uses a set of in and output modalities to present an interac-
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tive virtual scene to the user. A common set of devices that are is used to enter
the virtual environment (see Fig. 6.14) includes datagloves and 3D goggles or
surround-screens [189]. Also devices that create a 3D sound experience [190]
and for force/haptic feedback [191] are often employed. The common goal of
all VR setups is to make the user feel a connectedness (immersion) with the
virtual scene [192].
For the task of neurorehabilitation a number of combined VR and robotic
setups have been built. The GENTLE/s project created a training device which
includes visual, haptic and auditory feedback [193].
For training the patients view a 3D scene on a screen, while their wrist is
placed in the arm of a 3DOF Haptic interface called HapticMaster [194]. They
can move objects in the virtual environment by moving the HapticMaster with
their arm.
Different stages of the therapy command different action sequences or movement profiles. Because the arm of the HapticMaster can be actively controlled,
it can act as a guide for the patient during the movements. On the lowest level
of guidance, the endeffector can move the patients arm alone to ’learn’ the
movement. When the patient is moving his arm himself, the HapticMaster
can be controlled by a spring and damper algorithm [195], which keeps the
arm in a desired trajectory ’tunnel’ by adding resistance to the movement on
deviation.
A very similar setup is used in [196], which adds haptic rendering [197] into
the setup. Thereby the patient feels a physical resistance when he touches virtual objects. In one of their scenarios the patient has to place a virtual cup
onto a shelf which is also occupied by other objects. The collisions that occur
during that task can be felt by the patient and help shaping the arm trajectories of the patient.
The more recent Rehabilitation Gaming System [198] uses data gloves like the
Cyberglove [199] and a vision based motion capture system to the track the
hand movements of the patients. The hand movements are used to control a
virtual hand in a 3D scene displayed on a monitor.
The game concept motivates the user to grasp floating spheres in the 3D scene
using the virtual hands, where each sphere is awarded with points. The difficulty of the game adapts to the performance of the patient.
A combined setup with a Cyberglove, a Cybergrasp [200] (for haptic single finger feedback) and a HapticMaster (giving force feedback for the whole hand)
is used in [201]. It offers a range of different training games, including a virtual
piano which trains the finger movements.
For the training of fine motor finger skills also the use of a 3DOF device like the
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Phantom [202] or the Omega [203] is possible, which are similar to the HapticMaster but have smaller dimensions so their endeffector could be controlled
by a single human finger. A combination of all three devices (Cyberglove +
Cybergrasp + Phantom) for use in a virtual environment is shown in [204].
While such setups can provide information about the finger movements in
air, they cannot collect information about multifinger forces when handling
objects. For this tactile gloves as introduced in Section 2.2 could be used, but
one has to keep in mind their drawbacks: the not 100% natural haptic experience, as the tactile sensors are between the skin and the handled object, and
the limited number of tactile sensors (all current tactile gloves have regions
on the hand where no tactile feedback is sensed).
With this motivation we investigate the use of a tactile sensitive surface as an
alternative input device for such virtual reality applications. In the future this
might be tactile surfaces as already implemented in common devices such as
tablets or mobile phones. However we find that currently our Myrmex system
is superior for this task in performance and haptic sensation. The foam used
as cover on the modules provides a better haptic experience of deforming a
virtual object due to its softness and possible indentation depth when compared to the glass or plastic screens that are used for other tactile interfaces.
But the ideas and software developed here could be easily adapted for other
tactile sensor arrays.
We will present the idea of a virtually deformable clay object, that can be deformed by the user through his real fingers by pressing onto a tactile sensitive
surface such as an array of Myrmex modules.
To realize the tactile manipulation of 3D objects, we need a visualization
component for the display of a 3D scene and a processing component to acquire and process the tactile image.
For the visualization we use the open-source 3D modeling program Blender
[205] and for the data processing we employ the image processing library
ICL [206].
The Blender software offers solutions for many 3D related tasks, like modeling of 3D objects, composition of 3D scenes, animation, rendering and interaction with the user by using an integrated game engine. In addition it is
open-source, widely used and its continued maintenance seems very likely.
The ICL is an open-source computer vision library, which apart from fast image processing functions also has functions for image display, GUI design and
user interaction. This in addition to the low overhead implementation and
good documentation allowed a fast development of the application.
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Figure 6.15: Overview of the programs involved. The visualization is done in
3D with Blender, the tactile data is acquired and processed by an ICL application. The communication between the programs happens via TCP/IP.

As the Blender software is highly complex and under constant development, the integration of our tactile sensor processing code directly into Blender
would require a considerable amount of time to realize and consequently to
maintain, so we use a release build of Blender and create a separate ICL based
C++ program to acquire and process the tactile data. From this of course follows the problem of how to transfer data between the two applications. We
solve this by using a TCP/IP connection, which also allows the two programs
to run on different machines in a network. The overall application setup is
shown in figure 6.15.
As Blender features an integrated Python API and interpreter, a minimal
TCP server module for Blender was implemented in Python. This module is
loaded when a prepared 3D scene is started using the Blender game engine.
The Blender game engine is a mode integrated in the Blender software that
can be used to implement and run games which have been designed with the
Blender 3D model and scene editor part.
In this mode the developer can make use of python scripts to modify the
scene or objects, intercept keystroke and activate a physics simulation which
is based on the Bullet Engine [207]. A use of the TCP server component with
the 3D modeling part of Blender is also possible, but in the current versions of
Blender not stable. The reason is that Blender in this mode does not allow for
threading with python scripts.
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This means that one could use the server component to edit 3D models, but
at the same time it is not possible to use the GUI e.g. for viewing or editing the
scene with keyboard or mouse input.
The ICL based program is used to obtain and process the tactile data from
the Myrmex sensor system. As virtual clay object we use a 3D cube with 48x48
vertices at the top surface (Fig.6.16) and a 3x3 Myrmex sensor array. With this
configuration each vertex in the surface of the cube can correlate to a tactel of
the Myrmex sensor.
The ICL program sends the changes of the vertex positions to the Blender program via a TCP connection. The change of the vertex position is calculated by
a formula which is specific to the application scenario, this is how different
scenarios are realized. As in our interactive scenarios the delay between the
actions of the patient and the reaction in the 3D scene is important for the
immersion, we optimized our software for the best performance.
A small computational benchmark reveals that calculations within the integrated python interpreter are about 10-20x slower than when done in the C++
ICL program. Therefor we implement the necessary calculations of tactile and
vertex data into the ICL program as far as possible and only send vertex data
updates to Blender.
With this setup one can realize a multitude of scenarios which use tactile input to manipulate a virtual 3D setting. We have implemented four and will
present them now.

Figure 6.16: Left: The virtual cube which surface consists of vertices. Right: A
Myrmex sensor array which has the same number of tactile sensor cells. The
output of the sensor cells can be used to control the positions of the cube
vertices, creating a deformable virtual object - our virtual clay.
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Free form modeling
The most simple way to use the virtual clay is the free-form modeling.
In this mode the tactel value changes of the Myrmex surface directly correlate
to vertex changes of the virtual clay in the Blender 3D scene. The Z value for
each vertex is calculated by the formula:
v z = u ∗ m(x, y)

(6.1)

Where m(x, y) is the tactel value at location (x,y) and u is a constant weight
factor. The change of v z is kept permanent, after pressing a finger on the sensor and removing it, the virtual fingerprint stays. This allows to manipulate
the virtual clay in a similar fashion as real one.
As the Myrmex system uses a 12 Bit value range for its tactels, it is possible
to generate indentations of many different depths. In contrast to many other
tactile surfaces known from section 2.2.3, the Myrmex sensor surface allows
for true multi-touch, that is the system can register contact at all tactels at
the same time. Through this it is possible to use multiple fingers or even the
whole hand to stimulate a larger area of the virtual clay at the same time.
In figure 6.17 one can see how a single finger was used to ’write’ letters into
the clay. The free form mode can also be extended by making use of Blender
capabilities as a full featured 3D tool: One can also color the clay or attach a
texture and it is possible to load other 3D models into the scene as shown in
Fig. 6.18.

Figure 6.17: An example of free form modeling. A finger was used to draw
characters into the virtual clay.
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Figure 6.18: Another example of free form modeling. A landscape created by
changing the clay texture and adding additional 3D models.

Physics interaction
A next step to make the scenario more exciting is to add physical feedback. For
this we use the Bullet physics engine that is integrated into Blender. Through
this a wide range of game-like applications become possible. The physics engine can enable gravity and collision checks on objects, through this we can
easily realize rolling or bouncing objects. In figure 6.19 we show two example
scenarios that use virtual balls with physics enabled.
The first one uses the 3D shaped clay and lets a single ball interact with it.
The shaped clay could be the result of the free form modeling, making this a
two stage interaction scenario. In the first stage the clay could be shaped by
the fingers, and in the second stage the clay is tilted and the physics will cause
the ball to roll inside the ridges carved by the finger.
It is also possible to manipulate the clay while the physics engine is enabled,
through this the ball could roll in real time into ridges carved by the fingers.
A different scenario is to abstract from the direct mapping of tactels to
vertices and to group multiple tactels which in turn control bigger objects inside the scene. Through this one would leave the domain of virtual clay and
use the Myrmex surface as a freely programmable tactile input device, acting
more like a tactile keyboard. An example application of this concept is shown
in the lower part of figure 6.19.
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In this scenario the mean value of a group of tactels corresponds to the
height position of a block in the virtual scene. Because physics are activated,
the ball rolls, can be lifted and fall down from a block. A game scenario could
be to use the blocks to move the ball in a certain position or height.

Figure 6.19: Examples of physics interaction with the tactile Myrmex surface
and a 3D scene. Top: A ball rolls down a maze that was created with a finger
in the virtual clay. Bottom: Groups of tactels are used to control the Z position
of blocks, which can be used to maneuver the ball.
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Virtual exploration of hidden objects
So far we have used a direct 1:1 mapping of tactel to vertex (except in the previous ball game scenario). However we can increase the possible scenarios
and degree of complexity if we use an inhomogeneous mapping.
For this we define a different stiffness level in separate areas of the virtual
clay. We do so by assigning a weight factor to each vertex (=tactel), which
increases or decreases the distance that the vertex is moved.
The Z value for each vertex is calculated by the formula:

v z = u(x, y) ∗ m(x, y)

(6.2)

Where m(x, y) is the tactel value and u(x, y) is a weight factor for each tactel at location (x,y). If we take the weight as 1.0 for a normal vertex, a weight
of 0.5 for example will be a stiff or slowly responding vertex while a weight of
1.5 will be a fast responding vertex.
With this we can realize the scenario of having hidden virtual objects in the
virtual clay, that the subject has to explore through proper application of finger / hand force.
Consider figure 6.20, where the weight factors are shown as an 8 Bit gray level
map.
They are used to define various areas with different weights, resulting in a different response strength of the virtual clay in these areas. In this case we have
used geometrical objects: two circles and a square can be seen in the gray level
weight map and are now ’hidden’ in the virtual clay.
The square and one of the circles also have a gradient inside them. When
pressing the foam on the tactile sensor, the differences between background
and objects will become visible in the 3D scene through the different response
strength of the vertices.
With this technique one can design a multitude of different weight maps to
realize different training scenarios. One can use a small hidden object to train
the movement / force application of a single finger. Also bigger or multiple
hidden objects could be used to the train the movement / force application of
the whole hand.
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Figure 6.20: Virtual exploration of hidden objects. A weight map (top) is used
to determine the mapping between tactels and vertices. White means a strong
response and black means no response. To locate and identify the different
shapes in this case the palm of the hand is used. In the current scene the palm
is pressing on the area where the square is located in the weight map. To be
able to properly discriminate the different shapes using the visual feedback,
force has to be applied in various amounts and angles by the palm.
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Mimicking the shape of virtual objects
Another scenario is to make the objects visible in the 3D scene from the start,
and instruct the subject to modify the clay so that the shape of the object gets
approximated. For this we use a mapping from sensor value to vertex position
with a constant weight as in the free form scenario. However we add one or
multiple 3D objects to the scene in Blender.
The goal of the patient is first to find out which spatial location on the tactile surface corresponds to the location of the 3D object. This can be done by
sweeping the fingers around and noticing the position of the virtual clay deformation. When the location is found the finger should be pressed down with
just enough force to rise the clay slightly above the virtual object so it is covered. In figure 6.21 we see how this looks with the human thumb and a sphere.
An additional challenge is created by trying to match the 3D shape, which
requires the finger to be positioned at specific angles and rotations for the
most accurate match. An example for two fingers is shown in figure 6.22.

Figure 6.21: Using a thumb to cover a ball shape, here the ball is half covered.
For a good match of the shapes there is a lot of fine-tuning of thumb rotation
and pressure necessary.
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Figure 6.22: Using multiple fingers to mimick multiple shapes, here two
cones, is an additional challenge for proper hand positiong and posture.
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6.3 External Applications
In the previous section we have presented multiple scenarios that were realized with the Myrmex system by the present author. In this section we will
show a selection of scenarios that have been realized by external users. Due to
this, we keep the presentations compact and focus on the role of the Myrmex
system in the applications. For complete descriptions of the applications we
reference to the respective publications.

6.3.1 Prosthesis control
Apart from the retraining of patients with neurological damage, the Myrmex
system can also be used to improve hand prostheses for handicapped people. This has been done by recording ground truth data for the development
of advanced control algorithms for hand prostheses. This work by Castellini
and Kõiva is presented in [208], their motivation is that current state of the art
hand prostheses do not allow the force control of single fingers because no
sensible control system is available.
Prosthetic devices have a long history. Written reference to prostheses is
given even from ancient times: Herodotus describes the story of a prisoner
cutting his leg off and replacing it with a wooden one to escape [209] and Pliny
the elder tells of the roman general Marcus Sergius, who lost his hand in battle
and had it replaced with an iron one to hold his shield [210].
For a long time prostheses only consisted of wooden or metal imitations of
the missing body part. Around 1500, functional prostheses began to appear.
A famous example is the iron hand of Götz von Berlichingen (Fig. 6.23) which
is considered to be ahead of its time.
Today the domain of hand prostheses can be categorized into passive,
body powered and myoelectric prostheses.
Passive prostheses are mainly worn for cosmetic aspects, while today having
a very natural appearance and flexible skin their functionality is very limited.
Body powered hand prostheses allow the wearer to actively grasp and hold
objects. They consist of a terminal device which is usually a two finger metal
hook or a hand which has three three or five active fingers and has a silicon
cover to look human-like.
A myoelectric prosthesis uses electromyography signals to acquire potentials from voluntarily contracted muscles from the limb of the person. The
signals are evaluated by control electronic inside the prosthesis and used to
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Figure 6.23: The iron hand of Götz von Berlichingen. The knight lost his right
hand in the battle of Landshut in 1504. His replacement hand had, unusual
for his time, individually bendable fingers with three joints, as well as a thumb
with two joints and a bendable wrist. The fingers can be bended by the other
hand and keep their position by a chain of springs and ratchets. It is equipped
with multiple buttons which reset the finger positions. Image adapted from:
[211]

control the movements of the prosthesis, which is equipped with electrical
motors that actuate the joints. To execute a movement, the patient activates
a certain muscle. To close or open the fingers, the patient uses pulsing on
the muscles, repeatedly flexing the same muscle with a short time delay. Current state of the art myoelectric hands are the Michelangelo hand from Otto
Bock [212] and the I-Limb ultra revolution from TouchBionics (Fig. 6.24).
Apart from the price (up to 30000$ for a myoelectric hand), an ongoing
problem of hand prostheses is that of patient acceptance. An extensive survey conducted in 2007 reviews the prostheses acceptance studies done in the
last 25 years [214]. Despite technological advances, the rejection rate is still
high with mean rejection rates of up to 45% in pediatric and 26% in adults.
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Figure 6.24: The I-Limb prosthesis hand from TouchBionics. It features 24
different postures, which can also be selected via a smartphone application
(right). Image source: [213]

Rejection thereby means the patients choosing to wear their prosthesis very
seldom or not at all.
For this there are many reasons cited, the main ones are lack of functionality, lack of control and wearing discomfort.
With this motivation, the more accurate control of finger forces for myoelectric devices was investigated using an experimental setup with Myrmex
modules. The goal of Castellini and Kõiva is to predict the targeted finger force
from the surface electromyography (sEMG) data.
As the traditional approach for myoelectric hand control is based on static
hand posture classification, the number of predefined grip patterns is limited.
If one could predict the flexion or force for each finger from the muscle data,
a much more natural control would be possible.
To do so, an experiment was designed to collect sEMG data from the arm
muscles and force data from the fingers. Twelve able bodied subjects took part
in this experiment. To acquire the sEMG data, nine sEMG electrodes where attached to the subjects forearm. To acquire the force data, a 3x3 Myrmex sensor
matrix (see Fig. 6.25) was employed.
The Myrmex setup was modified by adding a 3D printed attachment structure
for a single iObject strip. This strip was added to record the thumb abduction,
as the hand should be placed flat on the Myrmex sensors.
With this setup, both the finger flexion and thumb rotational force can be
measured. For this the tactile sensors was calibrated with a 3 axis measurement table and equipped with the sensitive Polyurethan foam.
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Figure 6.25: The experiment to acquire sEMG and finger force data. Subjects
had electrodes attached to their muscles and placed their hand on a tactile table made with Myrmex modules. On a screen a training program is displayed
which provides target force levels and also shows the sensor response of the
Myrmex array. Image source: [208], ©2012 IEEE.

To develop a proper prediction of forces, multiple measurements of finger
pressure and sEMG data are necessary. A training program was implemented
to instruct the subjects to match a range of different target forces as indicated
by the program.
This stimulus was presented in form of different bars for the fingers, where
each bar denotes the target force level. The target force was indicated by both
the height and color of the bar. The output of the Myrmex sensor was also
shown on the screen, with the output color scheme matching that of the bars.
The sEMG data and the force values acquired from the tactile sensors were
used to train multiple support vector machines (SVMs [215]). This technique
has already been proved as effective in literature [216].
The results are encouraging: For single subjects, the prediction error can
be lower then 2% for all fingers. In the multi subject analysis, that is using
the combined data sets of all subjects, the results are nearly the same. When
comparing the single finger to multi finger sets, the prediction error on the
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Figure 6.26: The experiment to develop a tactile based prosthesis control. This
time the forearm is placed on the Myrmex table and the fingers are placed in a
force sensing device. The tactile profile of the forearm (visible on the screen)
is then correlated to the exerted finger force.

multi finger sets is about 3% higher.
Direct control using tactile data
In a closely related experiment, using the Myrmex sensor itself as input device
for prosthesis control has been tested and published in [217,218]. In this work
Castellini and Kõiva again used a 3x3 Myrmex sensor array to capture tactile
images for the intention gathering of finger movements. The motivation is
similar to the sEMG experiments, to find a good input method for the convenient control of hand prostheses.
Their hypothesis is that the physical contractions of the remaining muscles
in the forearm can be sensed by a tactile sensor attached to the arm and correlated to the force that the fingers exert.
To test this, they designed an experiment where the tactile profile of the muscle acivity is recorded together with finger force data. For this they placed the
arm of subjects on a 3x3 Myrmex array (see Fig. 6.26) and instructed them to
apply various forces with their index finger.
The actual force exerted by the finger was recorded with the finger-force
linear sensor (FFLS) presented in [125], which uses a radial dual strain gauge
sensor. The finger had to press in four different directions (up,down,right,left)
on the strain gauge sensor with four different force (1-4N) levels. Each combination was repeated five times. For each subject 80 tactile images were taken
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with the Myrmex system (four directions, four magnitudes, five repetitions).
Each image consists of 2304 tactels (48x48). As this is a very high dimensionality, a principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on the collected
data, which showed that five principal components would account for 88% of
the signal variance.
Their conclusion is that a simple classification system could use tactile
data from the Myrmex system and determine the correct target direction and
force.

6.3.2 Slip Detection
For artificial systems like robots, the manipulation of objects is an extraordinary difficult task, as the process is highly dynamic and there are many physical parameters influencing both the object and the manipulator. One very
important part in manipulation is finding a stable grasp, so the object does
not fall or slip out of hand.

Figure 6.27: Featuring slip detection and automatic grasp force adaption, humans are able to firmly hold objects even in very dynamic scenarios.

Along with the posture, the applied force is a very important parameter for
proper grasping. Humans are very skilled at (automatically) adjusting their
grasp force (Fig. 6.27). But this is not always the case: for humans it has
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been shown that the control of grip force is very unstable until the age of
two [219] and a large margin of safety against slippage is employed until the
age of five [220]. Analog to this it has been found that older (>70 years) people
make use of a strong grasp force [221]. This has been as explained as compensation for age-related changes in skin properties and the central nervous
system that lead to a decline in tactile sensitivity.
But usually it is not advisable to grasp objects with the maximum possible
force as it causes muscle fatigue and consumes more energy then necessary,
which might may have been an influential factor during the biological evolution of hand and grasp control.
For our robot systems a slightly higher power consumption can be neglected
in most cases, more important, however, is that a strong force can damage the
object - as most robotic devices are typically able to exert high forces.
In humans the suitable balance of grip force is achieved through measurement of the frictional condition between the surface structure and the fingers [1]. Slippage of an object is detected through micro-vibrations, which
occur when the object slides at microscopic distances and the contact alternates between stick and slip [6]. These vibrations are sensed by the various
mechanoreceptors in the skin (as known from section 2.1).
This detection of slippage can occur consciously [222], but it also triggers
an automatic adaption of grasp force [223] which ensures the object does not
slip out of hand. Such an automatic response would also be very desirable for
robot hands. As it is so desirable, there have already been multiple approaches
to create artificial slip detection for robot fingers as we have shown in section
2.2.2.
However many of these sensors are only designed to record dynamic events.
So for an more complete tactile sensation they would need to be combined
with another static tactile sensor. In addition, for dextrous manipulation it is
advantageous to not have only a single static force sensor, but an array of sensors (like the human finger which is equipped with a multitude of mechanoreceptors) so some spatial information about the contact situation can be evaluated. Currently most robot hands have densely integrated electronics, and
including multiple tactile sensors is not possible in all designs.
With this motivation a slip detection method was realized using the Myrmex
tactile sensor system. This slip detection method uses only the static force
data from the sensor matrix and does not require any additional sensors. The
method was developed by Schöpfer et. al in [224] and presented with additional results in [225], here we will present the most prominent points.
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Figure 6.28: A Myrmex module mounted on the endeffector of a Kuka LWR
arm. The module is enclosed in a 3D printed plastic case. The case contains
small neodym magnets which stick to a metal mount attached to the Kuka
arm.

To provide the hardware for the artificial slippage detection, a single Myrmex
sensor module was mounted as end effector onto a Kuka robot arm to create
a (big) tactile sensitive "finger" (Fig. 6.28).
To acquire ground truth data for slip / no slip conditions, different object surfaces were scrubbed with this finger and the sensor output was recorded during the process. Each object was sampled five times, at three different locations with two different forces. The resulting stream of tactile data was then
processed with an one dimensional fast fourier transformation (FFT) to gain
information about the frequency spectrum [226]. For the application of the
FFT, the sensor output of each frame was averaged over all tactels.
This method highlighted significant differences in the frequency energies
between slip and stick condition as shown in figure 6.29.
To realize an automatic method for detecting slip conditions, methods from
machine learning, in particular a neural network were employed. Neural networks consist of computational elements (called nodes or neurons) that are
connected via weights that typically are adapted during operation to improve
performance [227].
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The recorded data was arbitrarily divided into a training and a test set. For
each set of parameters, five randomly initialized neural nets were trained and
then tested.
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Figure 6.29: Comparison of power spectra for a book that is in slip or stick
condition. The slip condition produces a spectrum that is visibly different
from the stick condition. The data was recorded using a Myrmex module.

During the training it was found that more then 20 input neurons lead to
over-fitting and that a larger window size improves the classification rate.
With the results from the slip detection network, an algorithm for automatic grasp force adaption was developed [225], which increases the grasp
force on detection of slippage.
The functionality of this algorithm was demonstrated by a real world experiment: To let robot fingers grasp an object with minimum force and then dynamically increase its weight, which will result in slippage.
However if the grasp force adaption is functional, the contact force should be
increased based on the output of the neural network and no slippage will be
visible.
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For this experiment two Kuka arms with two Myrmex modules were used.
The object to be filled is a plastic cup as used for liquids, which is very lightweight
(ca. 2g) and fragile thus it is not possible to use a strong starting grasp force.
The cup is filled rapidly with ca. 250g of small pebble stones, which is a
multitude of the initial weight.
Without any grasp force adaption the increased weight would cause it to slip
out of the fingers immediately.
But because of the developed grasp force adaption the cup is firmly held in
place. The experiment was recorded on video [228], a typical scene is shown
in figure 6.30.

Figure 6.30: Using the slip detection and grasp force adaption, two robot fingers equipped with Myrmex modules can master dynamic scenarios. They
hold a plastic cup (2g weight) while it gets filled with 250g of small stones.
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6.3.3 Tactile servoing control framework
In the previous section we have learned that the detection of slip and the subsequent grasp force adaptation is an important skill for humans, and we have
presented a similar mechanism for robots using the Myrmex tactile sensors.
This skill however is only one of many that can be realized using tactile feedback. Tactile feedback also has a prominent role in the manual exploration
of objects by humans, as for finding and tracking characteristic surface structures. Cognitive psychology has investigated our abilities to haptically recognize objects. Passive perception was found to be inferior to active perception,
where our hand acts as a freely moving effector that can capitalize on the resulting variation in sensory input.
Particular object features are determined by specific motion patterns that are
called exploratory procedures (EP). An overview of different EPs is shown in
Table 6.2.

Figure 6.31: Searching for the light switch in a dark room: The wall is scanned
with slight tactile contact until the fingers detect the outline of the switch.
Then the hand is positioned to align the fingers with the center of the switch
to operate it.
Many of the exploratory procedures require a constant contact with the
object while moving the hand. Such a scanning movement across the surface
has also been proposed as a strategy to determine adequate grasp points for
unknown objects using a robot hand [229], given that no object model or 3D
vision information is available or accurate enough.
Consider the real life scenario depicted in figure 6.31. On entering a dark
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room, we can navigate our hand towards the light switch. This is done by
maintaining a slight tactile contact with the wall and scanning the surface for
the appearance of the light switch. Done without visual feedback, this is an
example of tactile servoing.
Table 6.2: Object knowledge and corresponding exploratory procedures
(adapted from [230]).
Object knowledge
Texture
Hardness
Temperature
Weight
Volume
Global shape
Exact shape

Exploratory procedure
Lateral motion
Pressure
Static contact
Unsupported holding
Enclosure, contour following
Enclosure
Contour following

Tactile servoing is also partly involved in all other kinds of manipulation
tasks, as the actual area of physical contact is often obstructed to vision.
This control strategy however is typically not implemented in the frameworks
which are responsible for generating the movement of robots.
The earliest works that address the development of a tactile servoing framework are found in [231] and [232].
However they do not integrate classical end-effector servoing and lack a flexible set of controller primitives which can be used to realize multiple tasks with
the same framework. To overcome this, a tactile servoing framework was developed with the Myrmex modules by Li et al. and presented in [233].
For this control framework, the goal is to control the contact position, contact force and the orientation of an object edge relative to the sensor array.
The first challenge thereby is to extract the relevant features from the tactile
images which generalize to this set of control tasks.
To extract these features from the tactile data, multiple methods were implemented. To acquire the contact position, a connected component analysis
as known from image processing is used. This takes as input the binarized
tactile image and outputs a list of regions, were the largest one is taken as the
main contact position. For this region the overall contact force is computed
by the sum of the forces within the contact region.
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For the extraction of the orientation of a line-shaped contact two methods
were compared, classic line detection using the hough transform [178] and
image moment analysis [234], both methods are known well from computer
vision.
The methods were tested with real world data acquired from a Myrmex module. The module was stimulated by a pen-like object in various angles and
the data fed into the algorithms. It was found that the image moment method
produced a lower error for the estimation of line angle then the hough method.
To control the robot end-effector, the control basis framework (CBF) [235,
236] is employed, a CBF implementation is responsible for the inverse kinematic calculations for the Kuka arms [237].
In the tactile servoing framework the error between the actual and desired
tactile feature parameters is calculated. From this a sensor (end-effector) motion which aims to reduce this error is calculated which is fed to the CBF.
With the tactile features and the combined framework one can realize sliding and rolling motions along the contact point while maintaining a specified
normal contact force.
This was demonstrated by using the Myrmex modules as fingertips mounted
onto the Kuka lightweight robot arms.
With this setup tactile servoing tasks such as tracking point contacts, tracking
object edges or exploring the shape of an unknown object were successfully
executed.
The tactile servoing framework allows to combine motion targets (e.g. move
the end effector on the X axis) and tactile targets (e.g. maintain a specific contact force, keep angle of contact constant). The experiment of successfully
tracking an unknown cable was recorded on video [238], a typical scene is
shown in figure 6.32, with the changes in contact force and position depicted
in figure 6.33.
To track the cable, the Kuka is performing the task of moving the endeffector
in the Y Axis, while the target for the line contact is to be at a 0° angle.
With this method the finger follows the cable along its curvature, figure 6.34
shows the resulting trajectory.
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Figure 6.32: The Kuka robot can track an unknown cable using a Myrmex module and the tactile servoing framework. In the upper right one can see the
original sensor output (left) and the processed one (right). The red line in the
processed image shows the calculated angle of the line contact.
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Figure 6.33: Data recorded during the line tracking experiment with the
Myrmex gripper. Shown is the evolution of the contact pressure and the error in orientation angle. After some initial oscillations, the robot manages to
align the tactile contact of the cable with its y-axis.

Figure 6.34: The tracking result (blue) superimposed on the actual cable. Despite a slight overshooting, the cable is tracked very accurately.
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6.4 Summary
In this chapter we have presented a wide range of applications that have been
realized with the Myrmex system, both by the present author and external
users.
We have presented a first experiment to employ our tactile sensitive object,
the tactile book which was used in a pick-and-place experiment. We have
demonstrated how the tactile data can be processed to gain information about
finger position, rotation and forces. We have highlighted differences and similarities between subjects and have also shown how the data from the integrated movement sensor can be used to augment the tactile data.
We have seen how the extraordinary high speed of the Myrmex system enabled the development of a slip detection algorithm. Using a Myrmex module
as a gripper, this could be demonstrated by using automatic grasp force adaption to hold a cup that gets filled with pebbles.
The Myrmex sensor as end effector has been further utilized in the development of a tactile servoing framework, which allows the tracking of surface
features and object exploration. This was demonstrated in an experiment
where a cable is tracked with constant contact only using information from
the Myrmex sensor. This was made possible by the high sensitivity and good
spatial resolution of the Myrmex system.
Tactile tables in different dimensions made out of Myrmex modules have
been proven to be useful for various applications. One is to integrate the tactile table into an intelligent home, where it can provide feedback about the
table usage of users. In future scenarios the information from our algorithm
for cup rotation detection may be used in an interactive scenario between human and robot.
A different field was explored with the introduction of virtual clay which
can be manipulated through a Myrmex sensor array by the fingers of the user.
We have presented different scenarios involving the virtual clay, with the motivation that these could be helpful in the retraining of finger skills by patients
with neurological damage. The idea of using a virtual object in therapy blends
in with existing projects that train arm movements using virtual scenes.
A tactile sensitive surface made out of Myrmex modules has also been used
to acquire ground truth data for prosthesis control. Along this application we
also presented first and promising experiments to directly use tactile data for
the control of prostheses.
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Chapter

7
Conclusion

Conclusion
In this work we have presented a high speed sensor system for tactile interaction research - the Myrmex system. In the beginning we motivated our work
with three different tactile interaction scenarios that could not be realized
with a single sensor system. We have also listed the requirements that our
new system should have to fulfill them. We have now seen that our system
matches these criteria and also surpasses them in many points, as in the high
frame rate or sensitivity to low forces that we achieve.
We have presented our design decisions and implementation strategies
that made a sensor system possible which combines features previously only
found in separate specialized tactile sensors. Our sensor system is fast enough
to be used as a tactile gripper for slip detection, and the granularity of the system allows for a module to get mounted onto a robot arm and conveniently
grasp everyday objects.
We realized the high speed through the development of a high speed data
acquisition and transmission scheme. We have shown in detail how this is
achieved by parallelization of tasks where ever possible.
Due to its modularity our system can also be used to create large tactile
surfaces, like a tactile table. We have shown that it is possible to connect multiple modules to create large areas with thousands of tactels, and at the same
our system is capable to deliver frame rates which are more then sufficient for
real time operation.
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The modularity of our system does not increase its complexity for the user,
as we have developed an intelligent auto-configuration mechanism that presents
a ’ready-to-use’ system to the user. This was achieved by developing a new
master slave bus, which allows for the localization of the participants through
an auto discovery algorithm.
A novel tactile sensitive object for the study of human finger forces was
constructed by us using the Myrmex sensor modules. While previous tactile
objects come in round shapes, we have realized a rectangular ’tactile book’
that is inspired by every day objects. The tactile sensing capabilities of this
book are augmented by additional motion sensors. The tactile book offers a
cable-less operation mode which allows for free movements in all directions
during an experiment. Normally this is done with a wireless connection to
transfer the data, but such a connection is subject to environmental influences that negatively impact the rate of data transmission. We have overcome
this problem by developing a low latency on board storage that allows to capture data at a constant rate. As in some experiments a synchronization to
external devices is necessary we also implemented a low latency method for
synchronization.
The high sensitivity of the sensor design was achieved by advancing the
state of the art of resistive tactile sensor design by investigating different sensor shapes in regard to sensitivity. With the results of these experiments we
created a sensor cell design that is optimized for the usage with conductive
foams. The results could also be transferred to the design of a tactile fingertip [102] which is based on similar technology.
The response of our sensor system to force/pressure was thoroughly characterized with regard to hysteresis, sensitivity and drift/stability with different
materials. We found that the sensor experiences hysteresis as well as spatial
and temporal drift depending on the material used as conductive elastomer.
To weaken these effects, we have proposed an algorithm for the continuous
auto-equibrilation of tactile sensor arrays that can be used with the Myrmex
system.
Finally we employed the Myrmex system successfully in multiple scenarios of tactile interaction research. We have presented the scenarios designed
and realized by the author of this work. These scenarios include the investigating of human grasp force control during a pick and place task, a tactile
table for integration into an intelligent household and a tactile table for the
manipulation of virtual clay as a form of finger training.
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We have also presented a selection of scenarios where the Myrmex system was used by other researchers. The positive results from all the scenarios
support our conclusion that the developed Myrmex system is a valuable and
reliable tool for the research of tactile interaction.

Outlook
The Myrmex system with its many features also offers potential for future enhancements.
Through the high speed of our system it was possible for researchers to develop a slip detection algorithm based on frequency analysis. And as the high
sampling rate applies for every individual sensor cell, it might be even possible to extend the slip detection algorithm to detect slippage in separate areas
of the same sensor module.
Our sensor system is limited to cover planar surfaces only by the current
hardware implementation, our modular high speed design and the Myrmex
bus which allows the discovery of module structures could also be transferred
to designs which use non rigid sensors.
The sensor response was tested in this work with several different cover materials which more or less suffered from spatial or temporal inconsistencies. If
a material would be found that is more reliable in this regard, the calibration
of the Myrmex sensor output would be easier and the data that the Myrmex
system delivers to researchers would be even more valuable.
We developed an autoequilibration algorithm which might be interesting
for further investigation. The strategies used to find homogenous regions and
to create the conversion functions might leave room for optimization in regard to the sensor behavior with different materials or over longer time periods.
The hardware used in the Myrmex system is currently state of the art, but in
the future it is likely that better components are available. A reimplementation of the system with future components like faster micro-controllers or
ADCs could increase the system speed even more.
And finally the point where we see the most potential is that of actual
usage scenarios. We have presented multiple scenarios from different directions, but we believe that there are still a lot of untouched and exciting tactile
interaction scenarios that a creative researcher can realize with the Myrmex
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system.
We think that our Myrmex system and the applications that can be realized
with it will advance the state of the art of tactile interaction research and can
ultimately improve the lives of many people.
We have already shown the application scenario of the prosthesis control using tactile data. In the future it might be possible to develop a prosthesis that
is controlled through tactile sensors. This can improve the level of control for
prostheses and allow for more complex multi-finger movements. Such a more
intuitive and responsive control could also increase the rate of acceptance for
prostheses.
The Myrmex system might also prove to be a good training tool for rehabilitation patients, we have shown that virtual scenes are already successfully
used for the training of arm movements, and we propose that similar results
could be achieved with our virtual clay scenario for finger training.
Also in the everyday live in our (hopefully not so distant) future we may encounter tactile kitchen tables as part of an intelligent household.
We might also live with household robots that can safely handle a slippy glass
or perform complex manual interactions, relying on insights that were gained
with help of our Myrmex system.

Appendix

A
Data structures

Table A.1: Commands used in the configuration mode by the central unit
Name
COM_DISCOVER
SET_RANK
GET_CONN
SET_CONN
SWITCH_FULL
SET_COMPRESSION
SET_SPEED
ENABLE_GATE
DISABLE_GATE

Byte
0xFB
0x0C
0x0E
0x0F
0x0D
0x10
0x11
0xC0
0x80

Description
Discover command
Set module ID
Request active connection direction
Set active connection for full transmit mode
Switch to full transmit mode
Set compression level
Set speed divider
Enable connection at given direction
Disable connection at given direction

Table A.2: Answers used in the configuration mode by the module
Name
COM_DISCOVER_ANSWER
CONNECTION_WEST
CONNECTION_EAST
CONNECTION_SOUTH
CONNECTION_NORTH

Byte
0x0B
0x00
0x01
0x02
0x03
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Description
Discover answer
Connection found west
Connection found east
Connection found south
Connection found north
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Table A.3: IR configuration packets sent by the host to the tactile book
Index:

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Description

Byte:

S
S

T
T

A
O

R
P

B
B

B
B

B
B

X
X

Set start time
Set stop time

All bytes are ASCII characters except B=Raw Byte, X=CRC8

Table A.4: IR configuration answers sent by the tactile book to the host
Index:

0

1

2

3

Description

Byte:

O
D

K
O

A
N

Y
E

Acknowledge of start time
Acknowledge of record duration

All bytes are ASCII characters.
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